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BHSU students gain experience 
during summer learning 
opportunities.

Black Hills State University Yellow Jackets 
granted NCAA Division II status.

BHSU marks their place in history 
as Landsat 8 flies over Spearfish.

National Geographic photographer finds interest in
Black Hills State University graduate student’s research

National Geographic 
photographer Anand Varma, 
left, and BHSU graduate student 
Riston Haugen at a field site.

(Continued on page 2)

A Black Hills State University 
graduate student’s research 
on a rust fungus’s ability to 
manipulate the genes of a wild 
mustard plant and create a 
fake flower recently caught the 
attention of National Geographic.

National Geographic 
photographer Anand Varma 
contacted BHSU graduate 
student Riston Haugen in May 
looking for details about an 
ongoing research project that 
Haugen is conducting with 
Dr. David Siemens, associate 
professor of biology at BHSU.  

Varma and Haugen connected 
through Dr. Barbara Roy, who 
served as Siemens’ postdoctoral advisor. Roy, a professor 
at the University of Oregon, studied the plant interaction in 
Colorado in the early 90s. 

“We are actively researching it so (Varma) decided to 
come up here,” Haugen said. “Varma contacted me about the 
assignment he was working on, and I arranged to show him 
around the Black Hills region where the interaction naturally 
occurs. A few weeks later, we were out in the field searching 
for specimens to photograph.”

Haugen, a graduate student in the BHSU Integrative 
Genomics program, has been researching the effects the 
fungus has on the plants for the past few years. He extracted 
genetic material from affected and non-affected plants to see 
the difference in the gene expression profiles and identify Example of the 

pseudoflower resulting 
from the invasion of 
the rust fungus. 

Example of a wild 
mustard plant with its 
true flowers.

the genes the fungus was likely manipulating. Haugen has 
also had international experience centered on his research. 
He worked with Dr. Liliana Cano and Dr. Sophien Kamoun 
at the Sainsbury Laboratory, a plant science research 
center in Norwich, England, on a parallel study involving 
pseudoflowers. 

 “The infection alters host plant development, morphology, 
and physiology to produce a flower mimic that fools 

pollinators of neighboring plant species 
into dispersing fungal gametes,” 
Haugen said.  “It is an interesting 
phenomenon. We are trying to get a 
better understanding of the extent to 
which a parasite can manipulate gene 
expression in its host.” 

The pseudoflowers are made by 
a parasitic rust fungus that invades 
particular species of wild mustard 
taking over the growth of the plants. 
The parasite suppresses the plant’s 
ability to produce its own bell-shaped 
flowers. Instead, an infected mustard 
plant creates a sweet-smelling yellow 
artificial bloom composed of modified 
leaves.

The wild mustard plants produce 
flowers naturally; however, they bloom 
later and produce tiny white flowers, 
not large, yellow ones. These yellow 
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National Geographic (Continued from page 2)

pseudoflowers attract insect pollinators that facilitate sexual 
reproduction for the fungus, Haugen said. 

The National Geographic article may not appear for more 
than a year, Haugen said noting that he is excited to see if the 
Black Hills research makes it into the final cut. 

He added that he enjoyed working with Varma and was 
able to observe the development of pseudoflowers more 
closely and gain a new and different perspective on the 
interaction.

BHSU students spend summer taking advantage
of experiential learning opportunities

In her short time 
as an intern for the 
Norwegian Outlet in 
Vestby, Norway, BHSU 
student Kjersten Tofte 
has learned a great deal 
about the details of 
international marketing. 

Tofte, corporate 
communication major 
from Casper, Wyo., has 
conducted marketing 
surveys, designed 
flyers, and worked to 
organize a day for all 
embassies in Oslo to 
visit Norwegian Outlet, 
the only outlet village in 
Norway. 

Tofte is one of 
many BHSU students 
taking advantage of 
experiential learning 
opportunities locally 
and around the world.  
Her global experience 
is just one example of 
how BHSU provides 
opportunities for 
students through 
internships, faculty-mentored research, service learning, 
on-campus employment, and leadership activities. 

Experiential learning is one of the best ways for college 
students and recent grads to secure their full-time dream job. 
According to a survey conducted by Internships.com,  
69 percent of companies with 100 or more employees offered 
full-time jobs to their interns in 2012. 

And whether or not the students get hired at the company 
they interned for, the hands-on experience will get them 
ahead of the thousands of other college students scouring the 
job postings after graduation. 

BHSU’s emphasis on experiential learning opportunities 
for students helps them stay competitive in today’s job 
market. This year more than 140 students will participate 
in formal internships and more than 420 students will gain 
experience through on-campus employment. 

(Continued on page 3)

Kjersten Tofte, Black Hills State University 
corporate communication major from Casper, 
Wyo., is spending her summer as a marketing 
intern for Norwegian Outlet in Vestby, 
Norway. Tofte is one of many BHSU students 
taking advantage of experiential learning 
opportunities locally and around the world.
  

Chase Vogel, Black Hills State University business 
administration – economics and finance major 
from Cheyenne, Wyo., has a summer internship 
in Washington, D.C., with the Conference of 
State Bank Supervisors (CSBS), the nation’s 
leading advocate for the state banking system.

Aside from her day-to-day learning opportunities, Tofte’s 
overseas internship has brought her something even more 
important – a boost in her self-confidence. 

 “I have become more confident in myself with the 
graphics I have designed as well as my communication 
skills,” she said.  “I have learned to be patient with people, 
especially when trying to explain something over the phone. 
I have learned new approaches to marketing businesses and 
figured out catchy ways to get people’s attention. Overall this 
internship has totally made me a more confident person.” 

Chase Vogel, 
who is spending 
his summer in  
Washington, D.C., 
interning for 
the Conference 
of State Bank 
Supervisors 
(CSBS), the 
nation’s leading 
advocate for the 
state banking 
system, says 
the experience 
has helped him 
narrow down 
what type of work 
he is interested 
in pursuing after 
graduation. 

“Undoubtedly 
this will help me 
find a job after graduation,” said the business administration 
– economics and finance major from Cheyenne, Wyo. “I not 
only have learned a lot about the professional working world 
and the banking industry, but I have also been able to make 
great connections along the way with coworkers, senators 
and peers.”

Working with CSBS’s Professional Development 
Division, Vogel’s internship includes assisting with the 
development and execution of a wide range of onsite and 
online professional training programs targeted for new and 
experienced financial institution examiners and financial 
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industry professionals. 
“I think personally I have learned throughout the whole 

process of applying for the internship, and now actually 
being able to sit in the office and work at it, that one must 
be persistent and radical enough to go after what he wants,” 
Vogel said. “One can’t be hesitant or passive, because there 
is competition everywhere and someone else probably wants 
the same thing just as much as you do.” 

Isaac Hanson, mass communication major from 
Valley Springs, has enjoyed the ability to work with real 
clients during his internship at the 724 Factory, a graphic 
design company in Sioux Falls. 

“It is interesting working with real clients,” he said. “It 
has been fun because it’s experience and knowledge that I 
will need to know once I graduate and get a job. Working 
with real clients can also be a challenge because you may like 
designing a certain way, but you can’t always design the way 
you necessarily like if it’s not what the client wants.” 

During his time at 724 Factory, Hanson has had a hand in 
nearly every aspect of the business from designing logos and 
posters to working with social media for clients and research. 
With a plan of having his own business one day, Hanson 
said his internship has been especially beneficial because he 
is able to see all aspects of running a small business. 

“It is a great opportunity to learn a ton and be submerged 
in what the real world work is like,” Hanson said. 

Many of the BHSU student interns noted a main benefit 
of their internships was the opportunity to network with 
professionals in the field. 

Ashley Wingert, chemistry major from Custer, is one of 

Experiential learning opportunities (Continued from page 2) 
six BHSU students interning at the Sanford Underground 
Research Facility (SURF). Wingert is working on the Majorana 
Demonstrator experiment – a project studying whether 
neutrinos are their own antiparticle. She is responsible for 
taking radon data above and below ground, labeling, tracking 
and cleaning copper parts that are machined down to the 
Davis Campus. Wingert said she has had the opportunity to 
work with people from around the world.  

“It’s been interesting to learn from all these people and 
to have new ways of thinking about things,” she said. “I’m 
hoping that my work (at SURF) will leave me better prepared 
for working in this environment in the future, as well as 
give me a better handle on working with different types of 
scientific technology.”

All the BHSU interns said their classes helped in 
preparing them for their summer internship experience and 
plan to bring that knowledge back to the classroom this fall 
and to their future jobs after graduation.

 Tofte, who is the Norwegian Outlet’s sole intern, is 
already lining up an interview for Helly Hansen, a sporting 
clothes store headquartered in Oslo which has stores all over 
the world. 

“Through this internship, I have already been in contact 
with the VP of Helly Hansen in the States, and have been 
working toward an interview,” Tofte said noting that her 
internship abroad has created so many opportunities for her. 

“I’m very fortunate to be in the position I am in, and I will 
embrace everything I have learned from this experience,” she 
said. 

BHSU granted active membership in NCAA Division II
Black Hills State University has been granted active 

member status by the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Division II. 

The NCAA released the news of BHSU’s membership 
earlier this month. BHSU was one of eight new members 
approved for active status during this week’s DII 
Membership Committee meeting in Indianapolis. The 
South Dakota School of Mines was also approved for active 
status.  The change is effective Sept. 1, 2013. 

“We are extremely excited to become full members 
and believe that the Division II strategic platform is in line 
with the Yellow Jacket Athletics mission and vision for 
our future,” according to Jhett Albers, BHSU director of 
athletics. 

BHSU decided to pursue NCAA Division II 
membership in 2009 in an effort to better serve student-
athletes in their athletic and academic endeavors. The 
University began 
the Division II 
membership 
process during the 
2010-2011 season 
and just finished 
its first season as 

a member of the Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference 
(RMAC).

BHSU’s full membership to NCAA DII is the result of a 
great cooperative effort by many people over the last four 
years – the initial application year and the three years of 
transition, Albers said. 

“As a University and athletic department, we have made 
significant positive changes during our transition,” he said. 
“We look forward to continuing to build and develop our 
athletic department into a highly competitive Division II 
program that is successful in transforming the lives of our 
student-athletes, providing them with a positive student-
athlete experience, and helping them graduate with a high-
quality educational degree. “

As an official NCAA member, the BHSU Yellow Jacket 
athletic program will devote attention to the continued 
growth and success of its programs and take advantage of 

the NCAA brand to 
continue to recruit 
top-notch student 
athletes. 
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BHSU group takes ground photo as Landsat 8 flies over Spearfish 
A group of nearly 20 BHSU 

faculty, staff and recent graduates 
hiked up Lookout Mountain last 
month to mark their place in history 
by taking a panoramic photo at the 
same moment Landsat 8,  the newest  
Earth observation satellite, took its 
first official  flight over Spearfish.  

The group held a banner  
with the words “Congratulations, 
USGS EROS from your friends 
and colleagues at BHSU – First 
operational overflight of 
Landsat 8 – 6 June, 2013 
11:39 a.m.”  The U.S. 
Geological Survey Earth 
Resources Observation and 
Science Center (EROS), 
located near Sioux Falls, 
helped design and is now 
heading up the operations 
for Landsat 8. EROS is one 
of South Dakota’s largest 
research organizations. 

Landsat 8, launched 
in February, is the latest 
in a series of remote-
sensing satellites which 
have monitored changes 
in the Earth’s landscape 
from space for more than 
four decades. The Landsat 
program is a joint effort 
between the National 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) 
and the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS).

“As someone who 
studies the Earth’s 
landscape, the entire 
Landsat program is a gold mine,” said Dr. Robert Campbell, 
associate professor of history at BHSU. “And as a South 
Dakotan, it’s great that our state played an expanded role in 
designing and operating this particular satellite.”

Since Landsat 8’s launch earlier this year, NASA mission 
engineers and scientists, with USGS collaboration, have been 
calibrating detectors and collecting test images. Landsat 8 
began its official mission last week with USGS specialists 
collecting 400 satellite images every day from around the 
world. The images will be processed and added to the 
archived collection at USGS’s EROS. The South Dakota 
research facility maintains a comprehensive, permanent 
and impartial record of the planet’s surface derived from 
Landsat’s more than 40 years of remote sensing. 

Campbell hopes to have the panoramic photo featuring 
Spearfish and the BHSU campus community presented 

to EROS later this year. “People have joined ground 
photography with aerial and satellite images for a long time,” 
he said. “It’s usually a quiet process, but for this first flight of 
the new satellite I thought it would be fun to make it a little 
celebration. And people at BH like to hike.”

Becca Gage, a recent BHSU graduate, participated in the 
hike noting how great it was to gather as a University and 
take part in a historical event in aerospace research. “Hiking 
to the H was a great opportunity to gather with old friends 
and faculty and do something very memorable for my 
college,” she said. 

Campbell encourages BHSU students to apply for 
internships at EROS, noting that it is one of the state’s largest 
research organizations with positions in a variety of fields. 

Above: Satellite image of Landsat 8’s flight over 
Spearfish. The red circle marks the spot where 
the BHSU group was at the time the satellite 
crossed over.

Left:  A group of nearly 20 Black Hills State University 
faculty, staff and recent graduates hiked up Lookout 
Mountain to mark their place in history by taking a 
photo at the same moment Landsat 8, the newest Earth 
Observation satellite, took its first official flight over 
Spearfish.
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Summer science program promotes
Native American interest in STEM fields 

Four Black Hills State University students spent a  
week in May collecting and analyzing the DNA of a rare 
plant as part of a summer science program designed to 
engage students and create interest in field and lab sciences.

The program was geared toward promoting  
Native American interest in the Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math (STEM) fields.

The program was part of a more than $5,000 seed  
grant from the South Dakota Experimental Program to 
Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCOR) received by  

Dr. Urla Marcus, 
director of the 
BHSU Center for 
American Indian 
Studies. The science 
program, designed 
to be an orientation 
to biological field 
studies and an 
introduction to 
genetic lab work, 
was a collaboration 
between three of 
BHSU’s research 
centers: the Center 
for American 
Indian Studies, 
the Center for the 
Conservation of 
Biological Resources, 
and the Black Hills 
State University 
Herbarium. Three of 
the four participating 
students are 
American Indian.   

“The program 
helped me become 
more knowledgeable 
about plants, the 
Black Hills and lab 
methods such as 
experiencing how to 
do PCR,” said  
Lindee Lawrence, 
biology major 
from Eagle Butte. 
Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (PCR) is an important research technique used 
to amplify a specific region of DNA in order to read its 
sequence. 

The students along with Dr. Benjamin Van Ee, BHSU 
assistant professor of botany, collected specimens of the rare 

Dr. Benjamin Van Ee, assistant professor of botany, watches while  
Ida Clarke, environmental physical science major from Oglala, extracts 
DNA from the plant specimens collected during the field training.

Four Black Hills State University students 
recently participated in in a week-long 
science program. Students include, from left 
to right, Ida Clarke, environmental physical 
science major from Oglala; Katerina Griffin, 
biology major from Sheldon, Iowa; Lindee 
Lawrence, biology major from Eagle Butte; 
and Anna Hafele, outdoor education major 
from Newell.

BHSU students Anna Hafele, outdoor 
education major from Newell, and Lindee 
Lawrence, biology major from Eagle Butte, 
collect specimens of the plant Pyrola picta 
with Dr. Benjamin Van Ee, assistant professor 
of botany.

plant species Pyrola picta, a perennial herb often called white-
veined wintergreen or whitevein shin leaf. Through their 
field training, the students used GPS technology to locate 
populations of Pyrola picta and a taxonomic key, a book used 
to figure out unknown species, to identify morphological 
features of the collected plant samples. 

Another component of the week-long program was a lab 
portion where students extracted and sequenced DNA from 
the plant specimens collected during their time in the field. 
Many of the Pyrola species are difficult to identify based 
on morphological features alone, so the DNA sequencing 
will aid in identifying the plants after the students compare 
the DNA sequences of the samples they collected to 
those deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) database, according to Van Ee. Plant 
specimens collected by the students were deposited into 
the permanent collection of the Black Hills State University 
Herbarium, the most active and rapidly growing repository 
of plant specimen data in the state. 

 Van Ee said activities like the ones the students 
participated in during the science program are a great 
way to engage students and create interest in field and lab 
sciences. He currently has another EPSCOR seed grant under 
consideration to continue field and lab research with Native 
American high school students aimed at stimulating them to 
pursue college studies in STEM fields. Van Ee is also working 
on a National Science Foundation (NSF) research proposal 
that includes significant support for undergraduate research 
at BHSU, including student stipends and funds for doing 
plant collecting in Africa.
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Johanna Meier Opera Theatre Institute students perform Carmen
The Johanna Meier 

Opera Theatre Institute 
presented two key 
performances including 
one of the most popular 
operas of all time 
during its two-week 
program annually held 
on the Black Hills State 
University campus. 

The opera singers, 
who come from all 
over North America, 
performed Opera Scenes, 
by Benjamin Britten and 
Johann Strauss and a 
condensed version of 
Bizet’s beautiful and 
compelling opera Carmen.

The first performance of Carmen, by French composer, 
Georges Bizet, took place in Paris on March 3, 1875,and 
initially was not well received. Bizet died three months later 
at the age of 37, unaware that he had just composed his 
greatest triumph. The wild and passionate music transported 
the audience to the gypsy world of 1820s Spain.

Carmen is a beautiful gypsy girl who works in a cigarette 
factory in Seville. She sings, dances, and flirts her way 
through life; living for the moment.

Don José is a young corporal from a staid and 
conventional background who falls in love with Carmen.  His 
love for her leads to his downfall. When a dashing toreador, 
Escamillo, comes on the scene tragedy ensues.

The libretto by Henri Meilhac and Ludovic Halévy is 
based on a novella by Prosper Mérimée. Thanks to Bizet’s 
brilliant opera, the gypsy girl Carmen has become one of the 
most well-known characters in fiction.

Mezzo-soprano Caroline Tye from New York City 
performed the role of the fiery gypsy Carmen. She holds an 
undergraduate degree from Skidmore College and a Master 
of Music from Boston Conservatory.

Tenor David Morgan, who attends the University of 
Minnesota, performed the role of the conflicted young 
corporal Don José. David is a student of Institute faculty 
member David Walsh.

Baritone Jeffery Madison, a professional vocalist and 
professor at the University of Wisconsin-Superior, performed 
the role of Escamillo.

The Opera Theatre Institute, now in its 15th year, is 
directed by Johanna Meier, an internationally acclaimed 
opera singer. After retiring from her singing career, Meier 
has worked tirelessly to help further arts and culture in 
her hometown of Spearfish. She is committed to enhancing 
the education of career-oriented musicians whose goal is 
performance and brings her many years of stage experience 
to help students reach their goals. Many of her professional 
colleagues in the opera world come to join in the endeavor 
as faculty and staff members. The 24 participants, who 
were selected by special auditions, participated in master 

classes, staging sessions, individual coaching sessions, body 
movement classes, and career advising sessions. 

BHSU music faculty member Dr. Nancy Roberts, associate 
professor of music, was the program coordinator;  
Dr. Jonathan Nero, associate professor of music, served as 
chorus master; and Dr. Pamela Wegner, professor of music, 
served as the costume designer. 

The music director and conductor of the program 
was John Stewart, former director of vocal activities at 
Washington University in St. Louis. David Walsh has worked 
extensively as a stage director in Asia, Europe, and North 
America, and presently is Director of Opera Theatre at the 
University of Minnesota, School of Music. Jolly Stewart, 
former head of Washington University Opera, was also a 
stage director for the Institute. Coach/accompanist  
Elizabeth Hastings is Music Director of the Liederkranz 
Foundation in New York City. Melanie Lien, a choreographer, 
dancer, and movement instructor from Rapid City, provided 
weekly classes in body movement. Choreography for the 
opera Carmen was done by Andrea Parker of the Black Hills 
Dance Centre.

Several BHSU students performed in the Carmen chorus, 
including Joel Williams, music education major from 
Riverton, Wyo.; Kirk Hauck, psychology major from Belle 
Fourche; Cody Pepitone, music major from Ellsworth; Karlee 
Gusso, music major from Belle Fourche, and Erik Belsaas, 
chemistry major from Rapid City. The chorus was Nero. 

Opera singers from across the country participated in the 
annual Johanna Meier Opera Theatre Institute held on the 
campus of Black Hills State University. 

Left:  The Institute, now in its 15th year, performed a 
condensed version of Carmen by Georges Bizet.

Below:  Opera Scenes by Benjamin Britten and  
Johann Strauss was also performed.
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Student business team participates in national competition
The Black Hills State University Enactus team competed 

this spring with more than 150 college and universities 
during the Enactus National Exposition in Kansas City, 
Mo. The BHSU team earned its first trip to the national 
competition after winning regionals in Minneapolis earlier 
this year.

“Since this was the first time BHSU has competed in 
a National Exposition, we felt proud of our efforts and 
pleased for how we professionally showcased the projects 
we advanced this past year,” said Dr. Bobbi Looney, assistant 
professor of management and co-advisor for the Enactus 
team. “The trip gave us an opportunity to gauge how we 
can best strengthen our presentation portfolio to remain 
competitive at the national level.” 

Enactus is an international non-profit organization that 
brings together the top leaders of today and tomorrow to 
create a better, more sustainable world through the positive 
power of business.

“Nationals was amazing,” said Katrina Schrader, business 
administration - human resources major from Johnsburg, Ill. 
“Seeing the other teams was impressive. We got to interact 
and compete with teams of hundreds of students from every 
state in the U.S.” 

Schrader said it was 
great experience for the 
BHSU 10-member team. 
“The truly amazing thing 
about this is we get to 
see that Enactus is truly 
a great group to be a part 
of,” she said. “It opens so 
many doors for us as students. Also, seeing everyone else and 
their projects shows exactly how much impact and effect we 
can have on our world even as just college students.”

During the last academic year, the BHSU Enactus team 
organized seven community outreach projects throughout 
Spearfish including a “Facebook for Retirees” workshop 
which was designed to assist senior citizens throughout 
the community with social media skills. The workshop, a 
partnership with the South Dakota Center for Enterprise 
Opportunity, was a project created from judges’ comments at 
a previous competition, according to Looney. 

Aside from their project presentations, students had an 
opportunity to network and meet with corporate recruiters 
from 151 major companies across the United States.  The team 
is already preparing for next year’s nationals in St. Louis. 

Fourteen BHSU photography students chosen as finalists; 
one recognized in top 100 in international competition

Fourteen Black Hills State University photography students were chosen as finalists in the 33rd Annual College 
Photographers Competition by Photographer’s Forum Magazine. Joe Geyer, mass communication major from Rapid City, 
was recognized in the top 100 out of nearly 17,000 submissions for his image “Windswept” in the digital photo category. 

 “I was shocked and excited,” says Geyer after learning his photo was selected in the top 100. “I was actually standing 
with my professor Jerry Rawlings when I got the letter, and we both kind of freaked out a little,” he said. This is the first 
year Geyer’s work has made it into the magazine. 

BHSU photography students chosen as finalists in this year’s competition include: Geyer; Lindsay Urich, art major from 
Custer; Desiree Willar, mass communication major from Rapid City; Chynna Lockett, mass communication major from 
Rapid City; Shelby Tollefson, mass communication major from Hitchcock; Lori Little from Spearfish; Danielle Donald, 
business administration and accounting major from Gillette, Wyo.; Lindsay Mader, mass communication major from  
New Underwood; Kelsey Parfitt, from Cheyenne, Wyo.; and recent graduates Abby Wehner, Kim Woods, Joshua Knutson, 
Rebecca Gage, and Joshua Larson. Photographic mediums included color, black and white, digital, and alternative silver 
processes.

Competing against the nation’s finest art and photography schools, BHSU students have once again performed 
extremely well placing among the top photography schools in the country, according to Steve Babbitt, BHSU professor of 
photography. “The BHSU photography program has, over the past eight years, routinely placed in the top 10 percent of 
photography programs in the country participating in the Photographers Forum competition,” Babbitt said. “It is clear from 
their outstanding performance in this year’s Photographers Forum competition and over the past 10 years that our BHSU 
photography students are among the most talented, creative, and hard working in the country.”

The annual international competition, sponsored by Nikon camera, draws submissions from art schools and universities 
from around the world. In this year’s competition, more than 1,300 photography students submitted nearly 17,000 
photographs for consideration. The top five percent of entries submitted were chosen as finalists. From these finalists the 
judges chose the top 100 submissions for honorable mentions.

 “If photography is your passion, you can’t find a better department than BHSU. The teachers care about your success 
and they get to know every one of their students’ personal hopes and dreams for the future, and help them achieve them.”

Geyer currently operates his own photography studio, 1:11 Studios, in Rapid City, but his career aspirations extend 
beyond that. “I hope to someday shoot photography for magazines like Harper’s Bazaar or Elle. Fashion photography has 
always been a passion of mine. I feel you can be so creative with it,” he says. 

The photographs chosen as finalists appear in the 2013 Best of College Photography Annual published this month by 
Photographers Forum Magazine and Serbin Communications. Winning images can be viewed in the Winners Gallery at  
http://pfmagazine.com/.
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BHSU Rodeo Team kicks off the Northern Hills 
Tough Enough to Wear Pink campaign 

The Black Hills State University Yellow Jacket Rodeo Team raised more than $600 to kick off the annual Northern Hills 
Tough Enough to Wear Pink (TETWP) campaign. 

The BHSU rodeo team raised funds during the annual Will Lantis Yellow Jacket Stampede held earlier this spring. 
“We had a Tough Enough to Wear Pink Night at our rodeo in which contestants wore pink when they competed to raise 
awareness, and we also sold pink T-shirts to raise funds,” said Glen Lammers, BHSU rodeo coach. 

The BHSU Rodeo Team annually chooses one of 
its hosted competitions to sell pink T-shirts to help 
raise money and awareness for the fight against 
cancer, according to Laurie Wince, director of the 
Lead-Deadwood Regional Hospital Foundation. 
The foundation along with the Days of ‘76 Rodeo 
Committee partner for the annual campaign which 
runs through this month.  The rodeo team has been 
committed to the campaign for several years, Wince 
said. 

“We wanted to give back to the community that 
is so supportive of our team, and we believe helping 
cancer patients in the Northern Hills is a great way 
to do that,” Lammers said.

The money donated by the BHSU Rodeo Team, 
all of which stays in the Northern Hills, goes to 
assist with education, testing and financial assistance 
in the local fight against cancer, Wince added. 

Canadian couple donates horse to BHSU Rodeo Team
The Black Hills State University Rodeo Team recently added a new member - a horse named Leo. 
Jim Johnston and Katie Kehrig from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, donated the horse on their most recent visit to the area. 

The couple became acquainted with BHSU President Kay Schallenkamp and the 
University’s rodeo program during their annual summer visits to the Black Hills, 
according to Glen Lammers, BHSU rodeo coach. The couple also donated $5,500 
- $5,000 for rodeo scholarships and the remaining $500 to help feed and care for 
Leo.  

 “Jim and Katie are interested in rodeo and wanted to donate the horse to 
help our student-athletes as well as to see the horse reach its potential,” Lammers 
said. “It’s really a great situation.  We are grateful for Jim and Katie’s support. 
Their friendship and generosity is truly a blessing.” 

Leo is staying with Lammers and his wife in Belle Fourche until the fall 
semester begins next month. Then the horse will be moved to the Seven Down 
Arena outside Spearfish – the practice arena for the rodeo team.  “We are excited 
to have Leo join our team and look forward to seeing him develop and get 
prepared for competition,” Lammers said. 

Lammers said he will keep Johnston and Kehrig updated on Leo’s progress 
and contributions to the team. 

The rodeo team’s first competition is in September in River Falls, Wis.

Top:  Recent BHSU graduates Joey Painter, left, and Jordyn Johnson ride in 
during the Will Lantis Yellow Jacket Stampede. The BHSU Rodeo Team raised 
more than $600 for the Northern Hills Tough Enough to Wear Pink campaign 
during the stampede. 

Left:  BHSU student Rowdy Curr, business administration-management major 
from Scenic, competes in roping during the Will Lantis Yellow Jacket Stampede. 
The BHSU Rodeo Team had a Tough Enough to Wear Pink Night in which 
contestants wore pink when they competed to raise awareness for the fight 
against caner.

BHSU Rodeo Coach Glen Lammers, left, is 
pictured with Katie Kehrig and Jim Johnston of 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Kehrig and Johnston 
donated a horse named Leo, also pictured, to 
the BHSU Rodeo Team along with $5,000 in 
rodeo scholarships. 
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BHSU Summer Stage presented laughter, singing
in seventh season lineup 

There was no shortage of quick-witted humor, eccentric 
characters, rivalry, and daring adventures this month during the 
seventh season of the Black Hills State University Summer Stage.  

The cast, made up of current and former BHSU students, 
performed four weekends of three shows rehearsing for the 
upcoming production while performing another one. While 
arduous work, the Summer Stage is fun and a great experience, 
according to veteran cast members Hannah Kloiber and Tyler 
Millslagle. 

“You really learn discipline because you have to learn lines for 
three shows,” said Kloiber, business administration and theatre 
major from Parker, Colo. 

The plays are chosen and directed by Bert Juhrend, BHSU 
associate professor of theatre; however, the students do everything 
else from lighting and set design to acting and promotions. 

All three plays performed in this season’s schedule are by writers the theatre company has used in previous years.  
“The audience really shows us what works, and Bert usually goes off that,” Kloiber said. 

This season, the Summer Stage performed: Ken Ludwig’s The Fox and the Fairway, a comedy that begins as  
Quail Valley Country Club prepares to take on archrival Crouching Squirrel in the annual inter-club golf tournament;  
The Adventures of Mr. Toad, a musical by Piers Chater Robinson based on the popular book “The Wind in the Willows”  
by Kenneth Grahame; and Lie, Cheat and Genuflect, a comedy by Billy Van Zandt and Jane Milmore that follows brothers  
Billy and Tom Buckle who are desperate to get their hands on their late grandfather’s money to pay off loan shark  
Pizza Face Petrillo. 

Children from the community were a big part of the musical The Adventures of Mr. Toad. Each year, the Summer Stage 
incorporates performances by area elementary, middle and high school children. Some students have been involved with the 
Summer Stage for the past five seasons, Kloiber said. 

BHSU professors hold faculty workshops on integrating 
social media in the classroom

Earlier this spring, three Black Hills State University 
professors conducted workshops for faculty focused on 
helping them stay connected to their students through the 
use of social media in the classroom.

Dr. Mary Caton-Rosser, assistant 
professor of mass communication, 
Gina Gibson, assistant professor 
of digital media, and Dr. Barbara 
Looney, assistant professor of 
management, presented workshops 
titled “Try One New Thing” 
designed to educate faculty on 
the benefits of integrating social 
media tools in their classrooms. The 
workshops were a follow-up to the 
research the three self-proclaimed 
Digital Divas conducted over the 
past year. The professors virtually 
presented their research during an 
international conference in Madrid, 
Spain, last year.  

The workshops also included 
feedback from five BHSU students 
on their experiences with social 
media in the classroom. 

“We wanted opinions, input and ideas on the use of social 
media as a classroom tool,” Caton-Rosser said.  “The students 
also addressed how the perception of social media use for 

the classroom has morphed over the past few years, from 
hesitant to more accepting mainly because of its accepted 
professional use in the field.”

Alyssa Terry, mass 
communication major from  
Rozet, Wyo., said the workshop 
helped her understand that 
everyone is on a different learning 
curve and that there are a lot of 
social media and educational 
applications out there. 

Keynote speaker Annie Woodle, 
BHSU graduate and adjunct 
professor of mass communication, 
introduced a variety of ideas for 
implementing well-known and  
not-so-well-known tools in the 
classroom and discussed why the 
tools are important. 

In addition to hosting the 
workshop, the professors 
established a blog for faculty, 
students, and staff to share their 
progress over the summer. “We 

have a goal of some short presentations during Faculty 
Welcome Week,” Caton-Rosser said. The Digital Divas will 
continue their research and also plan to do more work with 
faculty in the coming year.

Pictured left to right, Gina Gibson, assistant professor of 
digital media, Dr. Barbara Looney, assistant professor of 
management, and Dr. Mary Caton-Rosser, assistant professor of 
mass communication recently conducted workshops for helping 
BHSU faculty integrate social media into their classrooms.
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BHSU staff member helps start local Special 
Olympics powerlifting team 

The timing was perfect. 
Five years ago, when the Northern Hills Training Center 

called to ask Tracey Steinbach and her husband, Brent, a 
record-setting USA Powerlifting (USAPL) competitor, to 
help a small group of individuals work out, the couple 
immediately said yes.  

 “We kind of were drawn because, at the time, we had a 
granddaughter who was just diagnosed with cerebral palsy, 
so we had a soft spot in our hearts for helping people with 
disabilities,” said Tracey, senior computer support specialist 
at BHSU. “It was a no brainer for us when they asked us to 
train.” 

That along with Brent’s experience and the fact there was 
no Special Olympics powerlifting team in the area created the 
perfect opportunity for the Spearfish couple to help. 

The couple has been volunteering with the Special 
Olympics since then and their small group of six participants 
has grown to 25. Brent and Tracey’s team just finished 
competing in the state Special Olympics Summer Games held 
at BHSU in May.  

BHSU has hosted the state Special Olympics Summer 
Games for the last two years and will host the event again 
next May. This spring, many Spearfish residents and more 
than 40 BHSU athletes volunteered during the community-
wide event. Brent and Tracey were among the volunteers for 
the Summer Games but their commitment to working with 
the powerlifters extends throughout the year with twice-a-

week workouts with 
the lifters from the 
Northern Hills Training 
Center, an organization 
devoted to providing 
quality residential and 
vocation opportunities 
for adults with 
developmental 
disabilities, and West 
River Power Lifting, a 
special needs team.  

 “Our goal was that 
we would never turn 
anybody away based 
on their disability,” 
Tracey said noting that 
they have one athlete 
with multiple sclerosis 
who is blind and in a 
wheelchair.

“Whoever wants 
to come we will find 
something they can 
do,” she said. The 
team, whose ages range 
from 18 to 67, had 17 
lifters participate in the 

Brent and Tracey Steinbach have been 
volunteering with the local Special  
Olympics powerlifting team for the past 
five years. The couple started a team 
after some individuals from the Northern 
Hills Training Center expressed interest in 
working out.

Tracey Steinbach cheers on lifters during the Special Olympics Summer 
Games at BHSU in May.

Tracey and Brent Steinbach prep Special Olympics powerlifter  
Nate Seiler for his bench press during the recent Special Olympics 
Summer Games.

recent Summer Games.
“We are always proud of how well they do,” she said 

noting there are many talented athletes on the team. One of 
those athletes is BHSU student Trevor Tridle, exercise science 
major from Deadwood. The Steinbachs recently nominated 
Tridle, who is autistic, to be one of two male power lifters 
from South Dakota to compete in the 2014 Special Olympics 
National Games in New Jersey.  A Special Olympics board 
will make the final decision on whether Tridle will compete 
in the event next June.  

The Steinbachs also get assistance from friends, family 
and BHSU staff, faculty and students. The athletes train at the 
Donald E. Young Fitness and Sports Center. 

The team is taking the summer off but will be back 
training two days a week after Labor Day for the USAPL 
event in the fall.  
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Hollowell

Black Hills State University faculty and staff are 
transforming lives and making headlines

Dr. Courtney Huse-Wika, assistant 
professor of English and director of the 
BHSU Writing Center, had her poem “In 
the Beginning” published in the Spring 
2013 Issue 9 of Midwestern Gothic. The 
literary magazine also did an interview 
with Huse-Wika which appeared in the 
same issue.

Dr. Ignatius Cahyanto, assistant 
professor of tourism and hospitality 
management, has accepted an offer 
to serve on the Tourism Cares 
Scholarship Selection Committee. This 
is a committee comprised of a select 
group of travel, tourism and hospitality 
educators and professionals from across 
the United States and Canada. 

Dr. Byron Hollowell, assistant 
professor of finance, was recently 
informed that his research article titled 
“Meta-Analysis of Acquisition Trends 
in the Banking Sector” was accepted 
for publication in the Review of Business 
Research (RBR) which will be published 
this fall. RBR is a peer reviewed and 
publically available journal listed 
in Cabell’s Directory of Refereed 
Publications.

Dr. Bobbi Looney, assistant 
professor of management, had her 
proposal “Using Pinterest for Reports: 
Promote Learning and Anchor Student 
Interest” selected as a best practice 
session at The Teaching Professor 
Technology Conference in Atlanta this 
fall.

Dr. David Scarborough, professor 
of human resource management, 
will present his master tutorial “New 
procedures for measuring correlation: 
Introducing MIC and MINE” at the 2013 
Society for Industrial & Organizational 
Psychology, Inc., Conference in 
Houston. 

Huse-Wika

ScarboroughCahyanto

Looney
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For Your Information: News from Dakota State

Recent organizational changes at DSU
Dr. David Borofsky, president of Dakota State University, announced the following organizational changes at DSU:  
Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dean of the College of Education, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.

Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Judy Dittman has been named the Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs 

(VPAA) at DSU. 
After an unsuccessful national search was held earlier this year, it was decided to select 

an interim vice president.  “After meeting with the three candidates this spring, I determined 
that while each had some of the qualifications and capabilities that we seek, none were the fit 
I was hoping to find in the search process,” stated Dr. Borofsky. 

Dr. Dittman began her career at DSU in 1978 and has held a number of both faculty and 
administrative leadership positions. Most recently, Dittman became Dean of the College of 
Education in January 2007.  Dittman replaces Dr. Cecelia Wittmayer, who announced her 
retirement from DSU in December 2012, and became effective June 2013.

With Dittman moving into the interim VPAA position, a vacancy was left for the Dean of 
the College of Education.

Dean of the College of Education
Dr. Gale Wiedow has been appointed the new Interim Dean of the College of Education. 

He is an associate professor of Physical Education and Exercise Science, and was recently 
elected President-Elect of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation 
and Dance (AAHPERD). 

Wiedow has been active at DSU since he joined the university in 2007. He is a recent 
recipient of the 2013 Alexander “Sandy” Davidson Award for Excellence in Advising and the 
2012 DeWayne Mork Award for Excellence in Service at DSU.

Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Ben Jones was selected as the next Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.  Dr. 

Jones comes to DSU from the United States Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo., 
where he has been the Deputy Department Head for International History as well as an in-
structor and assistant professor. 

He completed a twenty-three year Air Force career this summer.  While at the Air Force 
Academy, he taught a wide variety of history, humanities, and foreign area studies courses 
as well as serving on the accreditation committee and working with the Academy fencing 
team.  He served several years in various capacities in the Pacific, Europe and in Afghanistan.  
His book Freeing France: Eisenhower’s Guerrilla War and the Liberation of France will be 
released next summer with Oxford University Press.  

Jones replaces Dr. Kari Forbes-Boyte who announced she was stepping down from the 
position as of June 2013. She will pursue full-time teaching at DSU in the areas of geography 
and cultural anthropology starting fall 2013.

1
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TECHNICALLY, WE’RE BETTER.

Dr. Dorine Bennett, associate professor and director of health information  
management (HIM) programs at Dakota State University, has won the “Making Dreams 
Come True” award from the national American Health Information Management  
Association.

The award is in recognition of Bennett’s excellence in education. The “Making  
Dreams Come True” award is a national award designed to recognize educators who  
have made a difference in students’ lives, who are inspiring and have made the HIM 
profession better.

The South Dakota Health Information Management Association (SDHIMA)  
completed Bennett’s nomination for the award, and letters of support were written  

from a former DSU student, the dean of the DSU College of Business and Information Systems and the DSU HIM faculty.  
Bennett will receive the award later this summer at the 2013 Assembly on Education Symposium/Faculty  

Development Institute, in Baltimore, M.D.

DSU on “Dakota Midday”
International Programs: Jacy Fry, Coordinator of International Programs and Colleen Ryan, Dakota English 

Language Institute Coordinator, were featured on the July 1st edition of Dakota Midday regarding the Forum on  

Internationalizing U.S. College Campuses they recently attended in Washington D.C.  This forum was sponsored by  

the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The EducationUSA Forum brought together 

500 college and university recruitment and admissions professionals with almost 60 EducationUSA regional educational 

experts and advisers from around the world to discuss strategies for helping international students to study in the United 

States and U.S. students to study abroad.

College of Arts & Sciences: On July 16th, DSU assistant professor of audio technology, Nathan Edwards, was  

also interviewed on “Dakota Midday” on SDPB radio.  His newest album, “The Music of Stephen Foster”, which  

reimagines Foster’s classic tunes through  Edwards’ acoustic folk sound, was released earlier this month.  With the  

help of several students, a number of talented musicians, and a research grant, he was able to record and publish the 

album. Some of the musicians performing on the album, include Paul Otteson, a musician and singer-songwriter from 

Wisconsin who shares his voice and banjo skills; Chris Champion, a jazz guitarist from Madison, S.D. who delivers 

acoustic flourishes and solo parts on the album; Cassie Marie Edwards, who is Nathan’s wife, provides her vocal talents 

on several tracks; Nathan Fields, a former DSU student, shows off his engineering skills on the record as well as bass 

and backup vocals on two of the tracks; and Tyler Steele, another former student, provides his engineering talents on the 

album.

July 2013

For Your Information: News from Dakota State
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DSU student selected for semifinal round
of Adobe Design Achievement Awards

For the second year in a row, Kayla Maude, a DSU digital arts and design,  
computer graphics major from Gettysburg, S.D., was selected to the semifinal round 
of the Adobe Design Achievement Awards (ADAA).

For the 2013 ADAA, Maude submitted her photo series entitled, “Silent  
Suicide.”  This series introduces suicide as a silent killer, and the goal of her artwork 
is to bring awareness to the illness of depression. This photo series was first shown 
at DSU earlier this year at the suicide awareness event called, “Lost and Found,” held 
on the Madison campus.

Approximately 1,799 people from around the world submitted their artwork for 
the competition, and only 225 made it to the first semifinal round of the contest. 
Maude also submitted her Post-Apocalyptic Wedding series and her medical  
cannabis packaging into the second round of the contest. She will find out at 
the end of June if she is a semifinalist for the second round of the ADAA. The 
artwork submitted to the contest is judged by an international panel of  
design experts.

The ADAA celebrate student achievement of projects created with Adobe  
creative software. The competition honors the most talented and promising student graphic designers, photographers, 
illustrators, animators, digital filmmakers, developers and computer artists from the world’s top institutions of higher 
education.

The ADAA competition has attracted more than 27,000 student participants from a total of 75 countries since the 
program was introduced in 2001.

DSU’s Computing Services Name Change
We are pleased to announce that the Computing Services 

Department has changed its name to Information Technology 
Services (ITS), effective immediately.

The new name better reflects the range of services the 
department provides that now extend well beyond supporting  
traditional computers. The increased focus on web services,  
academic technology, application development and other new 
technologies has broadened the department’s services, and DSU 
decided that now is the time to rebrand and refocus the 
department name to reflect those additional services.

July 2013

For Your Information: News from Dakota State
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Igniting Innovation at the Phi Beta Lambda National Leadership Conference 2013

After one of the busiest, most successful years 

at Dakota State University, the Phi Beta Lambda 

(PBL) Business Club sent nine qualified competing 

members and one advisor to the National  

Leadership Conference in Anaheim, Calif., 

from June 19 to June 26.

The students attending were Tara Krause, Zach 

Merrill, Amy Yost, Vidur Bhalla, Craig Marquis, 

Andy Behrens, Austin Vogt, Jeni Habeger and  

Rigoberto Aguirre. These nine students were  

accompanied by Dan Talley, the PBL advisor and 

DSU professor of economics. Professor Talley has 

been PBL’s advisor for 16 years.

DSU has the only local active chapter for PBL in 

the state of South Dakota. The National Leadership 

Conference attendance shattered the old record with over 2,000 students attending and competing in events  

from all over the country including Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, and North Dakota. DSU students competed in 

events ranging from business communications, community service project, cyber security, database design and  

applications, networking concepts, small business management plan, website design and more! With over 

60 competitive events, students can compete in those events related to their field of expertise.

DSU students also heard nationally recognized speakers and presenters, experienced networking opportunities 

and attended workshops. The keynote speaker, Clint Pardoe, shared his personal experiences from finding life 

success and the lessons from his book, The 4 Secrets to College Life Success: How to Thrive in Your Life During 

and After College. 

Six of DSU-PBL’s members placed in the top 10 in their events.  Jeni Habeger, Amy Yost and Vidur Bhalla 

placed 10th in the team event, Small Business Management Plan. Craig Marquis placed 8th in the individual event, 

Networking Concepts. Tara Krause and Zach Merrill placed 8th in Community Service Project. The best  

performance went to Tara Krause, who placed 3rd in Business Communications.

Throughout the week, PBL members experienced Disney’s magical theme parks, Disneyland and California 

Adventure Park, scenic area of Los Angeles and Anaheim, the Pirate Dinner Adventure and the Anaheim 

Garden Walk.

July 2013

For Your Information: News from Dakota State
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Northern State University, Aberdeen, South Dakota June-July 2013

THIS SPRING, NORTHERN STATE 
UNIVERSITY’S international programs 
came full circle when NSU music faculty 
and students met the university’s first 
international student overseas.
On a trip to China in May, the NSU 
Symphonic Band met Liane Dzau 
Shishnia, who now teaches music in Hong 
Kong. Shishnia and her uncle, Y.S. Liu, 
chairman of the Board of Governors of 
the Hong Kong Philharmonic, flew to 
Shanghai to see the band’s performance.
“We were honored they both came to 
the concert,” said Boyd Perkins, NSU’s 
director of bands.
Ten former NSU students met up with 
the band in Beijing and Shanghai, Perkins 
said. Two former students even performed 
with the band in Beijing, and one
in Shanghai.
Today, NSU’s international student 
numbers continue to increase, with 
students coming from countries all over 
the world. But it all began almost 30 
years ago with Shishnia and her host 
parents, Dr. Les and Charlotte Clarke, 
who are considered instrumental in 

starting international exchange programs 
at Northern. Les Clarke is the former dean 
of the university and has served as interim 
president. The late Charlotte Clarke taught 
at Aberdeen Central High School for 17 
years.
On a National Education Association-
sponsored tour of China in 1977, Les 
Clarke left an NSU brochure with a 
professor at Fudan University. A few years 
later, that professor’s daughter – Shishnia 
– found the brochure and asked if she 
could study in the U.S. Her father wrote 
to Clarke, who set about finding a way to 
make it happen. 
With no money available at the university, 
the Clarkes decided they would sponsor 
Shishnia themselves. So in fall 1984, she 
started classes at NSU.
Over the next four years, the trio became 
a family. The Clarkes helped her learn 
English and find work. Clarke chuckles as 
he recalls his wife taking the new student 
to Kessler’s to show her what various foods 
were when she got a job in food service. 
He also recalls a trip to Arizona over 
Christmas during which they stopped at a 

NSU band meets first 
international student in China ADDITIONAL RECENT HEADLINES

NSU retired faculty, staff gather
Northern Bound Day is July 11 at NSU
Northern State University to offer voice, jazz 
camps this summer
Freshman registration day set for June 24 at NSU
NSU to host 2013 Arts Education Institute
Troupe brings ‘30 Years of South Dakota 4-H 
Performing Arts Greatest Hits’ to NSU 
NSU alum, public servant Alice Kundert passes 
away
Changes at NSU aimed at shifting resources to 
top priorities
Rodeo standout happy to bring exposure to NSU 
club
Upward Bound Summer Program starts June 2 at 
Northern
NSU releases spring 2013 dean’s list
Northern yearbooks, newspapers can be found 
online
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Chinese grocery store. A Chinese woman 
asked Shishnia who the Clarkes were.
“They are my American parents,” she 
replied.
Shishnia graduated from NSU in 1988 
with a music degree. Over the years, 
Shishnia and the Clarkes have continued 
their relationship. Clarke said when he 
heard the NSU band was going to play in 
Shanghai, he called to tell her, and she was 
excited to meet the band. 
For the Symphonic Band, the entire trip 
was a wonderful experience. Boyd Perkins 
praised the culture and graciousness of the 
Chinese people. 
“The trip was absolutely amazing, and 
I know everyone who went was just 
blown away by the experience,” said 
Jessica Perkins, instructor of low brass, 
conducting and music education at NSU. 
“I hope we will have an opportunity to do 
something like this again in the future, as 
I think it was an invaluable experience for 
our students.”
Both performances were wonderful, 
but university staff and students in 
Shanghai really made an event of the 
NSU performance, Jessica Perkins said. 
The audience was appreciative, and several 
high-ranking university officials attended. 
Boyd Perkins said that the dean of 
the School of International Studies at 
Shanghai University of International 
Business and Economics is highly 
interested in sending the university’s 
orchestra to visit NSU. 
“It is my hope we can make that happen,” 
he said. “It was a tremendous cultural 
exchange for both universities.”

“THE GOOD WAR” 
and life on the South 
Dakota prairie are the 
subjects of the Northern 
Fort Playhouse’s eighth 
season at Fort Sisseton 
Historic State Park. 
‘Swingtime Canteen’
Opening night was 
July 5 for the wartime 
musical “Swingtime 
Canteen” and July 6 
for the story of a ladies’ 
social club in “The 
Friendly Hour.” The 
plays continued in repertory for three 
weeks, with the final performances on July 
20.
“Swingtime Canteen” finds movie legend 
Marian Ames who, after 17 years with 
MGM, is being “put out to pasture.” But 
this is 1944, and Marian has gathered up 
her gal pals from the Hollywood Canteen 
and headed for London to entertain the 
troops. Get ready for the rip-roaringest 
canteen show of them all as these women 
from the 1940s prove their mettle 
while they sing more than 30 vintage 
classics from the war years. Laughs, 
tears, emotional fireworks, air raids and 
a celebration of women during the war 
punctuate this hilarious and heartwarming 
story.
Songs include: “Don’t Fence Me In,” “I’ll 
Be Seeing You,” “Sing Sing Sing,” “How 
High the Moon,” “I Don’t Want to Walk 
without You,” “A Nightingale Sang in 
Berkeley Square,” “Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate the 
Positive,” “Sentimental Journey,” “Apple 
Blossom Time” and many more.
‘The Friendly Hour’
A play with roots in South Dakota history 
is “The Friendly Hour” by Tom Jacobsen, 
which is based on the actual minutes of 
a women’s club formed in Beresford in 
1934. This poignant comedy charts 70 
years of personal and national history, 
from skinning skunks and julebukking 
when the tale begins, to restoring the 
native prairie in the new millennium. Join 
these fascinating women as they laugh, 
cry, navigate the difficult changes in their 
relationships, and share their lives at their 
“friendly” monthly gathering.

Cast and Crew 
Returning cast members from last season 
were Sara Pillatzki-Warzeha (Burnsville, 
Minn.), Yvonne Freese (Lanesboro, 
Minn.), Haley Hubbard (De Smet) and 
Sarah Honerman (Sioux Falls). Making 
their Playhouse debuts were Mary 
Elizabeth Wachs (Aberdeen) and Jessica 
Massa (Winner). Seth M. Honerman 
directed “Swingtime Canteen,” while 
Mary Marion provided the vocal and 
musical direction. Playhouse Artistic 
Director Daniel Yurgaitis staged “The 
Friendly Hour.” NSU Technical Director 
Tina Hanagan designed the set for “The 
Friendly Hour.” Larry Wild provided the 
lighting for both shows. NSU students 
Brandon Sieck and Freese created the 
costumes for “The Friendly Hour” and 
“Swingtime Canteen,” respectively.
Wine and Cheese plus Lunch, Dinner 
Options
New this season were wine and cheese 
receptions every Friday before the show, 
and lunch options were also available for 
the two Sunday matinees. Dinner theater 
options were again available for the three 
Saturday performances.
The Northern Fort Playhouse is 
partially supported by grants from the 
South Dakota Arts Council and the 
Britton Area Community Foundation. 
For more information, visit www.
northernfortplayhouse.com.

Wartime nostalgia, South Dakota stories part 
of Northern Fort Playhouse’s eighth season

NSU band meets first international student in 
China, continued… 
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NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY 
has again been named one of the most 
affordable institutions in the country by 
US News & World Report. 
This is the second year in a row Northern 
has been included on the most-affordable 
list.

U.S. News contacted more than 1,800 
colleges and universities for its 2012 
survey of undergraduate programs. 
Schools self-reported data regarding their 
academic programs and the makeup of 
their student body, among other areas.
 

Follow this link to view the complete 
report:
http://sg.finance.yahoo.com/news/10-
public-schools-cheapest-state-132847979.
html

Northern again makes national most-affordable list

By Jeff Bahr
ON A TRIP to Italy last month, a group 
of Northern State University students 
saw some of the great art of the Western 
world. They saw Michelangelo’s David and 
Sandro Botticelli’s “Birth of Venus.”
The cultural experience was not limited 
to museums. At the end of each day, they 
discovered masterpieces of Italian cooking. 
American pasta and pizza don’t compare to 
the Italian variety, they decided.
The group also enjoyed gelato. “We ate 
that like it was going out of style. Now 
we’re all trying to lose 10 pounds,” Sara 
Christensen Blair said.
She and her husband, Greg Blair, led 19 
people to Venice and Florence on a trip 
from June 5 to 15. Christensen Blair and 
Blair are professors of art at Northern.
The trip was an academic course called 
“Italy 2013: Past to Present.” The students 
who took it earned one credit.
The delegation included 13 current 
Northern students and four recent grads. 
The other adults were Northern employee 
Ronald Brownie and his wife, Vickie.
Only three students had traveled overseas 
before. “Most of them had not been to 
Europe. So it was really fun to see Europe 
through their eyes,” Christensen Blair said.
The trip was designed to experience art 
both old and new.
In Florence, the group viewed some of the 
great art of the Renaissance. The Blairs 
wanted to go to Florence because it was 
the birthplace of the Renaissance. They 
visited the Uffizi Gallery, which houses 
many Renaissance masterpieces.
They also enjoyed seeing the Basilica 
di Santa Maria del Fiore. The Florence 
cathedral is known for its dome, which 
was completed in 1436.

In Venice, the 
destination was the 
Venice Biennale, 
an international 
exhibition of 
contemporary art.
The students saw 
art by Leonardo, 
Michelangelo, 
Donatello and 
Raphael. “All the 
Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles,” 
Christensen Blair 
said.
Kira Neville, a 
Northern student 
from Aberdeen, 
loved seeing so many 
people coming together for single event — 
the Venice Biennale. All of the art and the 
pavilions were so different. Yet, “we were 
all there for the same reason.” It also struck 
Neville how old everything was, and how 
everyone was on the go.
Ipswich native Chrystal Morlock said the 
trip was a once-in-a-lifetime experience, 
and the art was breathtaking. It was great 
to experience the culture and see the 
art with a great group of students, said 
Morlock, who graduated in December.
At the Angola pavilion, the students saw 
a group that included Michael Stipe, the 
lead singer of R.E.M. The older group 
members were excited, but the students 
weren’t familiar with Stipe.
In the past seven years, the Blairs have 
led Northern students on trips to 
Minneapolis, Omaha, Winnipeg, Chicago, 
Washington, D.C., and New York City. 
They felt it was time to offer a trip for 
credit, which led to the Italian journey.

Christensen Blair is especially familiar 
with Europe. She went to high school in 
Brussels, Belgium.
The trip offered lots of experiences you 
can’t have in South Dakota. For instance, 
the group traveled to the Venice airport by 
boat. 
The students began each day with a 
discussion. A good part of the evening was 
spent dining.
In Italy, most people arrive at restaurants 
at 8 or 9 p.m. “We would go at 7:40 or 8 
and we were always the first people there,” 
Christensen Blair said.
In setting up the trip, the Blairs did not 
work with a travel agency. They arranged 
the trip on their own to save on costs.
For each participant, the cost for plane, 
travel and hotels was $3,600. Airfare 
accounted for half of that amount.
The Blairs are planning their next 
international trip, to Paris and Belgium, in 
three years.

Art through new eyes: NSU students enjoy the 
masters during course in Italy this summer

Some of the group climbed to the top of the dome of the Florence Cathedral. 
Front from left, Jeanna Jerde, Hillarey Holland, Alissa Blinder, Monica 
Olson and Kira Neville. Back from left, Greg Blair, Kallyn Jerde, Kelsee 
Hartman, Erin Crawford, Lindsay Ciavarella and Kindra Holsing.

Reprinted by permission of Aberdeen American News
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NSU group travels to Canada NSU student 
named 
winner of 
Alan M. Graff 
Scholarship 
  
NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY 
student Long Nguyen has been selected 
to receive a $4,000 Alan M. Graff 
Scholarship from the South Dakota 
Bankers Foundation.
The scholarship, awarded annually by 
the bankers foundation, is endowed by 
First PREMIER Bank and PREMIER 
Bankcard.
Nguyen, a banking and financial 
services major at NSU, is a native of 
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam. At Northern, 
he has been active in the Student 
Association and as a resident assistant. 
He also belongs to the International 
Student Club, where he has been 
recognized as an international student 
leader. 
Nguyen has received the excellence in 
student leadership award at Northern 
as well as awards and honors from the 
National Honor Society. Off campus, 
Nguyen has been active in SPURS 
(Special People Using Riding Skills) 
and in that organization’s fundraising 
efforts. 
Nguyen has overcome many obstacles 
since arriving in the United States 
at age 16 and has been recognized 
by his peers and professors as a born 
leader who is proactive and strategic in 
thinking. His future goal is to become a 
bank manager.
The Alan M. Graff Scholarship was 
created in honor of banker Alan M. 
Graff, who was diagnosed with cancer 
in 2011 and passed away that same 
year. The earnings from this endowed 
scholarship are awarded annually to 
a young person who is enrolled in a 
South Dakota public university and 
desires a career in banking in South 
Dakota. 
For more information about the 
scholarship or the bankers foundation, 
visit www.sdba.com. 

FROM TOURING 
BUSINESSES to 
hiking mountains, 
the Northern State 
University students who 
traveled to Canada this 
month had numerous 
adventures.
The group, led by NSU 
School of Business 
faculty members 
Hannah Walters and 
Allen Barclay, spent 
July 1-17 at Okanagan 
College in Kelowna, 
British Columbia. 
“Overall, my experience here in Kelowna 
has been an amazing one! The trip, class, 
tours, and cultural experience has exceeded 
my expectations!” student Jordan Melius of 
Faulkton posted on the group’s blog. “I am 
blessed at getting this opportunity to come 
here and thank both Professor Barclay and 
Walters for teaching us and showing that 
we will survive going to a different country. 
If I get a chance to come back here again, I 
will definitely do it.”
 Joining Melius on the trip were the 
following NSU business students:
• Megan Pushor of Roslyn 
• Cassidy Anderson of Bath 
• Vanessa Smith of Kimball 
• Heidi Mehlberg of Raymond 
• Brett Martin of Maplewood, Minn.  
• Ty Brown of Mellette  
• Nate Poeppel of Gettysburg 
• Teressa Schipke of Aberdeen

Walters and Barclay, instructors of 
management and marketing at NSU, 
taught Foundations of International 
Management and Marketing. Two students 
at the Canadian college – Kylee Bush and 
Jessica Hardy – also took the course, which 
exposed students to the subtle and not-so-
subtle differences between Canadian and 
American business practices.
 On their Google Plus blog, the Northern 
students posted pictures and discussed 
visits to local businesses; topics from class 
that day; or excursions such as mountain 
hiking or visiting the local farmers’ market.
 Multiple students posted on the blog that 
they enjoyed their time in Kelowna.
“It is so beautiful and there are so many 
activities to do in the area. The people 
are so warm and welcoming,” Smith said. 
“I have loved experiencing the different 
culture and meeting new people. It has 
been a wonderful experience!”
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NORTHERN STATE 
UNIVERSITY’S mission 
of international education 
and passion for the arts will 
merge with the creation of 
the International Sculpture 
Garden. 
The sculpture garden, 
which will be dedicated 
Aug. 23, will be located in 
Baumgart Plaza, west of the 
Johnson Fine Arts Center. 
The beautiful new space 
will display five sculptures 
by renowned Vietnamese 
artist Tuan Nguyen. The sculptures, 
valued at $1.2 million, are made possible 
thanks to the generosity of the Picture Art 
Foundation. 
“The addition of these extraordinary 
pieces of art clearly symbolize the 
importance that international student 
life plays on our campus,” said Dr. Jim 
Smith, NSU president. “The Picture 
Art Foundation could have donated 
these beautiful sculptures to many 
universities. Fortunately, the leadership 
of that foundation chose NSU. We’re 
exceptionally honored to present this new 
sculpture garden to our students, faculty, 
staff, and the community at large. It truly 
brings art and internationalism together in 
a way that few institutions our size could 
ever accomplish.”
The addition of the sculptures – titled 
“Four Elements,” “Meditation,” 
“Reminiscence,” “Rendezvous” and 

“Triumph” – continues Northern’s rich 
tradition of creating and displaying 
amazing artwork. The picturesque campus 
also includes sculptures that are part 
of the NSU Sculpture Project, which 
presents work by regional, national and 
international artists.
Northern is also home to various art 
galleries – the Lincoln Gallery has been 
visited by internationally known artists 
such as Sofia Maldonado and Guerra de la 
Paz. NSU also houses the studio of Artist 
in Residence Ben Victor, a sculptor who 
creates masterpieces that are on display 
around the U.S. and the world.
The new sculpture garden will also 
symbolize NSU’s global reach – the 
university is home to the Center of 
Excellence in International Business 
and also attracts a growing number of 
international students from around the 
world.

Northern State University to add 
International Sculpture Garden 

NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY 
student Chloe Martell was named the 
2013 recipient of the $1,000 David S. 
Birkeland Scholarship.
The scholarship is offered annually by 
the South Dakota Bankers Foundation. 
Martell, a junior majoring in business 
administration and accounting, plans to 
graduate in 2014. 
Martell, a graduate of T. F. Riggs High 
School in Pierre, has been active in many 
community service efforts, including the 
Boys and Girls Club and Humane Society.
The David S. Birkeland Scholarship was 

created in memory of banker David S. 
Birkeland, past president of the South 
Dakota Bankers Association and president 
of First Bank of South Dakota in Sioux 
Falls. Birkeland was killed in a plane crash 
with Gov. George S. Mickelson and six 
others in April 1993, while serving his 
community and state.
Eligible students must be a junior enrolled 
at any South Dakota institution of higher 
learning; have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 
or higher; express an interest in a career 
in banking, business or finance; and have 
demonstrated leadership qualities.

NSU student wins David S. Birkeland Scholarship 

TWO NORTHERN STATE 
UNIVERSITY students were winners in 
the Brown County Historical Society’s 
annual research and writing contest. 
Robb Erickson of Stratford won first place 
with his paper, “Legacy of Baseball: The 
Hub City Nine.” Michael Abu-Sirriya 
of Aberdeen took second place with his 
paper, “The Historical Beginning of the 
Capitol Theatre in Aberdeen, South 
Dakota.” Both papers were written for Dr. 
Mark Bartusis’ historical methods course 
at NSU.
Both students received a certificate and 
cash prize. Their entries were chosen 
among 17 submissions – a record for the 
contest, according to the historical society.

A NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY 
professor is among seven public university 
faculty members who have been awarded 
competitive state research grants through 
the South Dakota Board of Regents.
Dr. Jon Mitchell, assistant professor of 
biology at NSU, has received a grant of 
$22,454 for his research topic, “Molecular 
characterization of insecticidal activity 
from environmentally-isolated bacterial 
strains.”
“Dr. Mitchell’s project is especially 
important to northeast South Dakota and 
our entire state because it seeks to learn 
more about applying natural solutions, 
including the use of natural sources from 
within South Dakota itself, to control 
mosquitoes and thus aid in the fight 
against infectious diseases, including West 
Nile,” said Dr. Thomas Hawley, NSU 
provost/vice president for academic affairs.
The research grants allow universities to 
acquire equipment, hire staff, pay faculty, 
and support undergraduate and graduate 
students. Thirty-seven grant proposals 
were submitted; seven were funded, for a 
total of $431,503.

NSU professor 
awarded state 
research grant 

Two NSU students 
chosen as writing 
contest winners 
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Informational Items 

South Dakota Board of Regents Meeting 
Ramkota, Sioux Falls 
August 13-15, 2013 

 
Mark Krogstrand, who had been SDSBVI 
principal for 17 years, retired in August.  
He served the school well and we will 
miss his expertise and experience.  His 
successor will be Jodi Carlsgaard.  Jodi 
has been a teacher at the SDSBVI for 14 
years and completed her principal 
endorsement at Northern State University. 
 
We also said goodbye to another long 
time faculty member, Robert McLaughlin.  
Bob taught at SDSBVI for 42 years.  We 
have hired a new University of South 
Dakota graduate, Amber Steckler.  Amber 
had a full year of internship working with 
students at a variety of levels.  She will 
begin classes at Northern State University 
to secure her endorsement in visual 
impairment. 
 
The summer program which ran three 
weeks in June and three weeks in July 
was very successful.  Students come from 
public schools around the state to learn 
the skills of blindness (Expanded Core 
Curriculum).  When local schools 
determine the students need this 
additional training, they include it in the 
students’ Individual Education Plan. 

Marje Kaiser attended the American 
Foundation for the Blind board meeting in 
New York City.  The American Foundation 
of the Blind removes barriers, creates 
solutions, and expands possibilities so 
people with vision loss can achieve their 
full potential.  The AFB connects families 
to knowledge and support.  In the 
business world, AFB guides the creation 
of more accessible products.  AFB offers 
publications and eLearning courses to 
educate professionals in the field.  AFB’s 
advocacy helps make landmark legislation 
like the Americans with Disabilities Act a 
reality.  AFB strives to continue the 
mission of Helen Keller, who championed 
the rights of individuals with disabilities 
during her 44 years at AFB.  
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The SDSU senior was about to 
graduate with a degree in human 
development. Her plan had been to go on 
to get her master’s degree and become a 
counselor. But in her heart was a passion 
to work with wildlife.

The March 2005 trip to West Africa 
with Zeno Wicks, a now-retired professor 
of plant science; Sally Gillman, then an 
assistant professor in human development 
and family studies; other faculty and 
about 15 fellow SDSU students convinced 
Arne to go with her heart.

Arne, who lives in Hawaii, calls the 
trip “the beginning of my life.”

That life now includes becoming the 
next Wild Guide for a new, online version 
of Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom, 
which premiered Jan. 6, 1963. 

Arne joins the ranks of legends 
Marlin Perkins and Jim Fowler as the 
next host to take viewers on wildlife 
adventures. 

The show was a fixture for Sunday 
TV viewing in its early years and ran until 
1988, with a revival in 2002 that still runs 
on the cable channel Animal Planet.

Wild Kingdom on the Web
Earlier this year, Mutual of Omaha 

created an online competition to choose a 
host for the Web series.

Candidates sent in two-minute 
audition videos to apply for the job. Out 
of 200 entries, 12 semifinalists, including 
Arne, were selected and their videos were 
posted on the Wild Kingdom website for 
the public to vote.

When the votes were tallied, Arne, 
a wildlife educator at the Honolulu Zoo 
Society, found herself a finalist along with 
Thiago Silva, of El Paso, Texas, an amateur 
outdoor filmmaker, and Regina Busse, of 
Omaha, Neb., a backpacking adventure 
tour leader.

The finalists traveled to Omaha in 
June to participate in interviews with 
show producers, an on-camera screen test. 

As the winner, Arne will host all-new 
Wild Kingdom webisodes premiering 
this fall on the Wild Kingdom TV 
YouTube channel and will also interact 
with viewers through social media. To 

Three weeks that Stephanie Arne spent in Africa  
on an SDSU study abroad program changed her life. 

continued on page 14

SDSU grad to be new Wild Kingdom ‘Wild Guide’
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Contribute to IMPACT State
Is there something or someone in your college, department 

or unit that our colleagues should know about? Is a long-time 
employee retiring? Has someone received an award or published 
a book? Is there a story that should be told? 

If so, send us a note at sdsu.news@sdstate.edu with 
the information, and we’ll consider it for publication in an 
upcoming issue.

IMPACTPeople

The F. O. Butler Foundation Trustees 
and Professional Staff Advisory Council 
at South Dakota State University have 
presented three awards to professional 
staff members demonstrating excellence in 
service and professional achievement. 

The Excellence in Service Award 
recognizes a professional staff member’s 
volunteer service that goes beyond what 

is required or 
expected of their 
position. This year’s 
recipient is Karlys 
Wells, recognized 
for her outstanding 
work with the Team 
Nutrition and South 
Dakota Nutrition 
Network programs. 

Nominated by 
Food and Families 

Program Director for SDSU Extension 
Suzanne Stluka, Wells has designed 
and distributed newsletters and headed 
campaigns encouraging nutrition and 
exercise for South Dakota’s seniors and 
children. 

With the help of some SDSU students, 
Wells also created posters of Native 
American children eating fruits and 
vegetables and engaging in physical activity 
to encourage healthy lifestyles among 
the South Dakota’s Native American 
population. Her work has been utilized in 
classrooms and grocery stores throughout 
the state. 

Ranjith Kumar Averineni is the 
recipient of the Professional Staff 
Distinguished Excellence in Research and 
Scholarship Award for his postdoctoral 

research in the 
pharmaceutical 
sciences department. 

Averineni’s work 
includes research 
and development 
in drug delivery 
methods, including 
nanocarriers made 
using zein, a natural, 
biodegradable protein 
extracted from corn. 

He also attached a biocompatible synthetic 
polymer to zein to form nanomicelles. 
Both nanotechnologies are used to target 
cancerous tumors in the body.

The Professional Staff Award for 
Excellence in Professional Service 
recognizes outstanding professional 
accomplishment by a member of SDSU’s 
professional staff. This year’s recipient 
is Travis Clement, a research assistant 

in SDSU’s Animal 
Disease Research 
and Diagnostic 
Laboratory. 

Clement 
has shown great 
leadership in 
molecular diagnostic 
procedures, and 
his professional 
services have helped 
improve the vitality 

of livestock and the agriculture industry 
in the state and region. He is a member of 
the Heartland chapter of the Association 
of Veterinary Microbiologist and active in 
the American Association of Veterinary 
Laboratory Diagnosticians. 

Professional staff recognized 
for service, achievements

Karyls Wells

Ranjith Averineni

Travis Clement

SDSU student Joe Schar tz was 
appointed by Gov. Dennis Daugaard to 
serve a two-year term as a member 

of the South Dakota 
Board of Regents. 

Schar tz serves as 
a student association 
senator at SDSU, 
representing the 
College of Ar ts and 
Sciences. He is 
a member of the 
Journalism Student 
Advisory Board and 

the Honors Dean’s Student Advisory 
Council. 

He is involved with Honors College 
Student Organization, concer t choir, 
Fellowship of Catholic University 
Students and the College Republicans. 
He is also a Stephen F. Briggs Scholar. 

Last year, Schar tz submitted an 
application for an internship with the 
governor. His credentials made him 
a suitable candidate for the Board of 
Regents. Schar tz went through an 
interview process and was appointed by 
Daugaard June 3. 

“The business of the Board of 
Regents is something that has a direct 
effect on the lives of my classmates, 
my professors and the state of South 
Dakota,” said Schar tz. 

“The reason South Dakota brings in 
more students than it sends out every 
year is because we have low tuition 
rates and competitive job oppor tunities,” 
he said.

“Our universities produce useful 
members of the work force who will 
hopefully remain in the state and 
contribute to our economy. I want to 
continue this kind of growth.”

SDSU student appointed 
to Board of Regents 

Joe Schartz
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IMPACTCommunity

Since the ’70s, the origin of Cookies ‘n’ Cream ice cream has 
been debated.

Despite the controversy, Food Network Magazine recently 
named Cookies ‘n’ Cream ice cream manufactured at the South 
Dakota State University Dairy Bar the best ice cream treat in 
South Dakota.

The recent article compiled a list of the 50 best ice cream 
treats in each state, and SDSU’s Cookies ‘n’ Cream made the cut.

The clip mentioned SDSU’s claim to inventing the flavor, 
saying, “the school’s version, made cow-to-cone on campus, is 
legendary — and worth the fuss.” With expertise in both dairy 
production and dairy manufacturing, the department of dairy 
science covers the entire spectrum of the dairy industry; from 
farm to product.
Cookies ‘n’ Cream origin

The story behind Cookies ‘n’ Cream ice cream differs 
depending on whom you ask. However, amongst the others 
claiming the creation—John Harrison of Dreyer’s/Edy’s Ice 
Cream, Huggs McShane of Gelato Roberto and Steve Herrell of 
Herrell’s Ice Cream—SDSU’s claim dates back to 1979.

It’s uncertain which way the cookie crumbles, but SDSU’s 
case is legitimate.

According to ’81 dairy science graduate Joe Leedom — dairy 
plant manager Shirley Seas likely had the idea of mixing Oreos 
and ice cream long before they, along with ’80 dairy science 
graduate Joe Van Treeck, began concocting the popular ice cream 
treat in 1979.

“From what I can remember, Seas was systematic about the 
way he did things,” said Leedom. “He saw it, started to think 
about how we would do it, and I think he was waiting for the 
right situation and the right time.”

Seas prepared a written statement 15 years after the ice cream 
creation explaining his thought process involved with the flavor 
saying, “I took a judging team to Atlantic City, N.J., in 1972. En 
route, we stopped at a little restaurant that had a small counter 

freezer. They were putting Oreo cookie crumbles on top of the 
freshly frozen ice cream, and the combination was delicious.”

Leedom said that students in the dairy science program at 
State were always encouraged to experiment and come up with 
different, unique flavors.

“One day Shirley looked at Joe Van Treeck and I and said, 
‘Why don’t you guys go out to the grocery store and bring back 
some Oreo cookies,’” said Leedom. “Well, we looked at him and 
said something like, ‘Yeah, right.’”

Despite their hesitation, Leedom and Van Treeck went to the 
grocery store and bought every box of Oreo cookies on the shelf.

After much trial and error, Seas, Leedom and Van Treeck 
devised the ideal blend of Oreo cookies and vanilla ice cream that 
they named Oreo ice cream — now known in the industry and at 
State as Cookies ‘n’ Cream because of trademark rules.

Seas sent two three-gallon containers of Oreo ice cream to 
one of the cafeterias on campus.

In the written statement, Seas continued, “We had never 
heard so many compliments on a product. The fame of Oreo ice 
cream spread like a fire going through a dry grass field.”

“It took off right away,” said Leedom. “We did a little taste 
testing when the ice cream was coming out of the batch freezer, 
and we knew we had something.”

SDSU’s Cookies ‘n’ Cream named best ice cream treat in S.D.

ABOVE: Students 
Brady Krumwiede 
and Karissa Kuhle 

enjoy ice cream 
outside the SDSU 

Dairy Bar. 

RIGHT: SDSU 
dairy science 

students package 
the finished ice 
cream product. 
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 SDSU’s apparel merchandising 
program recently was ranked in the top 
35 percent of programs reviewed on a 
list of the best fashion merchandising 
schools in the country found on www.
fashion-schools.org. 

“Recognition like this shows that 
we have a solid program. It’s an external 
evaluation indicating that we provide 
quality education to our students,” says 
Jane Hegland, head of the consumer 
sciences department at SDSU.

The list takes into account 
criteria such as academic reputation, 
admission selectivity, depth and 
breadth of the program and faculty as 
well as geographic location. Potential 
fashion students can use the rankings 
as a resource to explore the programs 
available to them.

The fashion schools’ list applauds 
SDSU in particular for allowing its apparel 
merchandising students the opportunity 
to apply for a highly competitive one-year 
experience at New York City’s Fashion 
Institute of Technology, the school ranked 
first on the site’s listing. Credits students 
earn at the New York school count toward 
an associate degree from the institute 
and a bachelor’s degree in apparel 
merchandising at SDSU.

“Because students apply for the 
Fashion Institute of Technology usually 
in their junior year, they make valuable 
connections in New York for future 
internships and opportunities,” says 
Hegland.

In order to graduate from SDSU 
with a degree in apparel merchandising, 
students must take a travel study course, 
either abroad or around the U.S. in 
cities such as New York or Chicago, a 
requirement that allows students to gain 
exposure and knowledge of what their 
field of study entails after graduation.

This emphasis on networking 
and travel helps the SDSU apparel 
merchandising program to stand out on 
the fashion schools list. “This list sets us 
up next to larger schools, but shows that 
even though we are smaller and we have 
fewer faculty, we still have a top-notch 
program,” says Hegland.

Apparel merchandising 
nationally ranked University among first 12 educational institutions

nationwide to sign Green Chemistry Commitment 
Chemistry and biochemistry students at SDSU will be trained to use 

techniques and make choices that are safer for the environment, thanks to a new 
department initiative.

SDSU is among the first 12 educational institutions in the nation to sign on 
to the Green Chemistry Commitment. Green chemistry encourages the design 
of products and processes that minimize the use and generation of hazardous 
substances, such as making plastics from plant sugars rather than petroleum.

“It’s about trying to find ways to do things that don’t have harmful impacts 
on the environment and people, that minimize the use of resources or use 
renewable, recyclable resources,” explained professor Jim Rice, the head of the 
chemistry and biochemistry department.

The Green Chemistry Commitment is a consortium of universities and 
industry partners that want to increase the number of green chemists and 

scientists in the country. It is 
sponsored by Beyond Benign, 
a nonprofit organization led 
by John Warner, who gave the 
department’s annual Lardy 
Lecture in February.

“Society is demanding 
safe materials,” Warner said, 
“and the next generation of 
students wants to learn how to 
make them.”

Warner has caused 
chemists to rethink how they 
do things, explained Rice, who 

gave credit to Doug Raynie, associate professor of chemistry and biochemistry, 
for spearheading the green chemistry effort at SDSU.

“He recognized how our students can benefit and took the lead in getting it 
initiated on campus,” Rice said.

 “This is the future, where developments in chemistry are headed,” said 
Raynie. The commitment to green chemistry will better prepare students to work 
in industry and research.

Faculty members have been incorporating these techniques into research and 
the classroom, but the department’s official commitment will result in a more 
coordinated effort, Raynie explained.

“Signing on to this commitment is an affirmation of what we’ve already 
been doing,” Rice said. “We can still do exciting, innovative chemistry that meets 
national and global needs, but we have to start thinking about how to do the 
research and teach our discipline in a different way to minimize the potentially 
negative side-effects.”

Incorporating green chemistry up front is like building an energy-efficient 
house rather than trying to retrofit an old one, Rice explained. It’s easier and 
more cost-effective.

A 2011 report from Navigant Research said that the development of safer, 
non-toxic chemicals and materials will save the industry more than $65.5 billion 
by 2020.

Chemistry Department goes green 

Jim Rice Doug Raynie
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IMPACTResearch

Wetlands in eastern North and 
South Dakota are shrinking at a rapid 
pace, according to Carol Johnston of the 
SDSU Natural Resource Management 
Department.

The wetlands and soil science expert 
compared Department of Agriculture 
crop maps with wetland maps from the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. 
Geological Survey. 

She identified areas that once 
were wetlands but now are cropland to 
determine the amount of loss and verified 
her findings using aerial photos.

The study focused on the Prairie 
Pothole Region in the eastern Dakotas, 
Johnston explained. “That’s where most of 
the wetlands and croplands are.” 

Her article was published in Wetlands, 
the Journal of the Society of Wetland 
Scientists.

The Prairie Pothole region —from 
Iowa through the Dakotas into Canada—
provides habitat for more than half of 
North American migratory waterfowl. 

 She compared wetlands maps from 
the 1980s and 2001 to cropland maps from 
2011. If the area on the earlier maps was 
identified as cropland in 2011, Johnston 
explained, “it was no longer a wetland.”

Comparing wetlands mapped 30 
years ago with those areas in 2011, she 
documented a yearly loss of nearly 13,000 
acres of wetlands. Considering only the 
changes in the last decade, those losses 

increased to 15,377 acres per year. 
 The 2012 data came out this spring 

and, Johnston said, “the rate just keeps 
going up.” 

These changes in land use affect not 
only wildlife but human beings. 

“Wetlands provide many ecosystem 
services,” Johnston explained. Wetlands 
improve water quality downstream by 
trapping sediment and filtering out 
pollutants. 

“Wetlands are called the kidneys of 
the landscape,” Johnston said. The soil 

microbes in wetlands convert nitrate, a 
form of nitrogen dissolved in the water, 
into harmless nitrogen gas. Nitrates 
can pollute well water, making it unfit 
to drink. Without the filtering effects 
of wetlands, these nitrates can also 
encourage growth of algae. When these 
algae decompose, they decrease the 
oxygen available for fish and other aquatic 
organisms.   

 Wetlands help recharge groundwater 
supplies, Johnston explained. Because 
these shallow reservoirs hold excess 
water, they can also reduce flooding 
downstream. 

Johnston cited an instance in 
which wetlands along the Charles River 
in Massachusetts were bought and 
maintained specifically for the purpose of 
reducing floods in the city of Boston.

Near Hillsboro, N.D., a 160-acre 
area that was once a shallow pond is 
now completely cropland, Johnston says. 
“Many wetlands dry up naturally during 
droughts, but I did my study at the end of 
a three-year wet period, so I’m sure the 
wetland loss was not due to drought.”

Johnston explained that wetland losses 
in the Dakotas affect a much larger area. 

“Loss of nutrients as a result of 
wetland drainage can increase the amount 
of nitrogen going downstream,” she 
explained. “What we do in South Dakota 
impacts people all the way down to the 
Gulf of Mexico.”

Scientist studies changing wetlands 

Carol Johnston, has tracked change and documented the 
benefits of wetlands for more than 30 years.

For her dedication and commitment, she was named a fellow 
of the Society of Wetland Scientists, an honor bestowed upon only 
0.3 percent of its members.

Gregory Noe, chairman of the society’s awards committee, 
called Johnston, “a pioneer in the use of geographic information 
systems in ecological research and a major contributor to 
development of wetland soil science.” 

“It’s a thrill to be recognized by my peers,” said Johnston. 
A member of the society since 1983, she became its first female 
president in 1992. She also was the first female chair of the Soils 
Science Society of America’s Wetland Soils Division. In 2009, she 
received the National Wetlands Award for Science Research.

Before coming to SDSU, Johnston was a senior research 
associate and geographic information systems administrator for 
the Natural Resources Research Institute in Duluth. She pioneered 
the application of geographic information to natural resource 
problems, and shared her exper tise in her book “Geographic 
Information Systems in Ecology,” published in 1998.

Johnston stressed the importance of wetlands. “Wetlands 
trap sediments from uplands, keeping it out of the downstream 
water,” she said. 

She has been an advocate for public policy that 
acknowledges the importance of wetlands, serving on four 
National Research Council committees and boards between 1993 
and 2001. She has presented her research through nearly 100 
journal ar ticles and more than 200 conference presentations. 

Johnston honored as Society of Wetlands Scientists fellow 

Carol Johnston measures the height of 
common reed grass in a Lake Michigan 
wetland. The researcher says wetlands are 
important to wildlife and human beings.
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IMPACTStudents

SDSU students Emily Murtha, Sioux 
Falls, and Jade Possail, Tyler, Minn., 
were awarded scholarships from Sales & 
Marketing Executives Inc. for the 2013-14 
school year. 

Murtha, a senior adver tising student, 
received $1,500 and Possail, a senior 
adver tising and apparel merchandising 
major, received $1,000.

 Murtha and Possail were required 
to share a 15-minute product or business 
sales pitch for a panel of sales and 
marketing professionals. Scholarship 
recipients were required to be college 

students pursing degrees in business, 
management, sales or marketing.

Possail pitched a “sleeve easy” 
product for the coffee industry. “I have 
personally developed the product and it is 
now in the beginning patenting stages,” 
said Possail. “Building my network is the 
most valuable thing I can do for my career 
— I am very grateful for the opportunity.”

Murtha pitched a self-serve paint 
mixing station. “It was a great real-world 
experience,” said Murtha. “The committee 
was impressive and offered very useful 
feedback.”

Twenty-four college students from 
around South Dakota applied for the 
scholarships, and Murtha and Possail 
were among the final four scholarship 
recipients. 

“One of the things I love about 
this scholarship competition is that it 
celebrates innovation and salesmanship,” 
said Roxanne Lucchesi, professor for 
the depar tment of journalism and mass 
communication. “Creating a sales pitch 
and presenting it to the board is a very 
rewarding professional experience for 
students.”

Students receive sales and marketing scholarships

Windows may one day generate electricity to heat and cool 
buildings, thanks to research done at the South Dakota State 
University Center for Advanced Photovoltaics. 

Window glass has 
tinting to filter the light 
so it’s not too bright 
inside a commercial 
building, explained 
electrical engineering 
graduate student 
Anastasiia Iefanova. 

But if she can 
replace the tinted glass 
with a transparent 
thin film solar cell, the 
light that the tinting 
now reflects could 
be absorbed and 
converted to electricity.

However, 
conventional solar 
cells are opaque, not 
transparent. Iefanova 
said, “I had to make it a 
transparent device that 
would still transport an 

electric charge.”
The Fulbright 

scholar from Ukraine 
did the research as part 

of her master’s degree, which she completed in May. Her adviser 
is associate professor Mahdi Farrokh Baroughi of electrical 
engineering.

To develop devices that will let light into the building, she 
focused on using a dye-sensitized solar cell, which has a potential 

to be semi-transparent. But she had to figure out how to make the 
back electrode of such solar cells transparent.

Iefanova had experience with solar panels for space 
destinations through graduate study at the National Aerospace 
University in Ukraine. “I came from big sizes to very small sizes,” 
she explained, referring to the microscopic-sized materials 
developed in the SDSU photovoltaics program.

After trying different techniques, Iefanova developed an 
inexpensive method to spray coat nanoparticles of platinum onto 
the FTO glass. “It looks transparent,” she said, like tinted glass, but 
the new thin film is able to transport a charge to the same extent 
as an opaque platinum thin film would. 

“It was very simple,” Iefanova said, and consequently the 
fabrication costs will be low when this technique is applied to a 
large surface, such as the window of a commercial building.  The 
spray coating uses less than one-tenth of the material and thus 
reduces the cost by more than 90 percent when compared to the 
conventional sputtered coating method, she explained.

Her final step was to evaluate how efficient a device made out 
of this material might be. She said the efficiency was comparable 
to that of the more expensive, nontransparent version.

“This was exciting and surprising,” Iefanova said. She 
presented her findings at the Material Research Society 
Symposium last year and Photovoltaic Specialist Conference this 
year. 

“Anastasiia is a formidable researcher and has done very 
good work,” Baroughi said. He expects her to be able to publish 
two journal papers based on her research work. 

 Iefanova finds it helpful to work in a group research setting 
provided through the photovoltaics program. “Working in a 
group is more helpful than working alone,” she said, about being 
able to brainstorm and discuss ideas with her colleagues.

Though her master’s work is done, her days at SDSU are 
not—she plans on returning to SDSU for doctoral work in the 
photovoltaics and energy systems program.

Grad student generates electricity from windows 

Fulbright scholar Anastasiia Iefanova holds 
in her hands the semi-transparent solar 
material she developed while earning her 
master’s degree in electrical engineering 
at SDSU. 
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continued on page 10

IMPACTStudents

Two SDSU doctoral students at the 
Geographic Information Science Center 
for Excellence have received NASA Earth 
and Space Science Fellowships to support 
their dissertation research.

Using satellite imagery Woubet Alemu 
will build models to predict the production 
of small grains in East Africa while Chris 
Moran will determine how long forest fire 
prevention techniques used in American 
national forests are effective. The one-year, 
$30,000 fellowships may be renewed for up 
to two additional years.

This is only the second time that 
SDSU has had two winners in the same 
year— the first was in 2007. That brings the 
total number of SDSU fellowship awardees 
to nine since 2006, which puts SDSU in the 
top tier of universities nationally, according 
to professor Geoffrey Henebry, senior 
scientist and co-director of the Geographic 
Information Center for Excellence

Of the 94 institutions receiving NASA 
fellowships in the earth science category 
since 2007, SDSU ranks eighth—tied with 
Colorado State University and ahead of 
Princeton, Stanford and Yale.

Managing forest fires
Keeping forests healthy means 

managing forest fires when they occur, 
according to Moran, whose adviser is 
Mark Cochrane of the natural resource 
management department. Management 
techniques such as thinning the forest of 
bushes and small trees are designed to give 
firefighters options, said Moran. “They can 
choose to stop the fire or let it burn.”

Trying to put out every fire has created 
overly dense forests, that have led to larger, 
more intense wildfires and disturbances, 
such as the pine beetle outbreaks, he 
explained. “Not all fire is bad.”

For previous research projects, 
Cochrane and his team spent six years 
gathering information about the types of 
fire prevention methods that have been 
used in 90 national forests. The data goes 
back as far as the 1960s, but most of it 
describes work done from 2001 to 2010.  

Using this information, Moran will 
focus on the fire prevention techniques that 
have been identified as the most effective 

for each type of forest. For instance, in 
the Black Hills National Forest of South 
Dakota, thinning helps prevent fire from 
reaching the uppermost parts of the trees.

“Once the fire gets to the canopy, 
there’s nothing we can do suppression-
wise,” explained Moran, who is spending 
the summer fighting fires in southwestern 
Montana. “Then it becomes dangerous, not 
only for the forest but for the firefighters.”

He’ll do a year-by-year analysis 
of the data to determine when these 
fire management techniques lose their 
effectiveness based on when they burn. 
Based on his conclusions, Moran said, 
“forest managers can determine how many 
acres they should treat each year to have 
effective treatments out there all the time.”

Predicting small grain production
The East African landscape is 

challenging for conventional satellite 
imaging that relies on light reflection 
because it is often obscured by clouds, 
Alemu said. To overcome this, he will use 
that part of the light spectrum called the 
microwave region. These wavelengths are 
shorter than those used for television and 
radio transmission.

“Although we can’t see them, most 
everything on the earth’s surface gives off 
microwaves constantly,” said Henebry, who 
is Alemu’s adviser. “Even people emit a 
few microwaves because our bodies have a 
temperature in the right range.”

Space-borne sensors measure 
microwaves in different frequencies and 
detect changes in temperature, moisture 
and vegetation on the land surface, 
Henebry explained. Alemu will work with 
eight years of these data over cropland 
areas in East Africa, Russia and North 
America to develop models that predict 
crop status and grain production.

This is especially important in 
East Africa, where even in Alemu’s 
native Ethiopia, one of the larger grain-
producing countries on the continent, 
farmers cannot grow enough to feed their 
own people.

Using microwave images from 
2003 through 2010, he will document 
the variations in the seasonal vegetation 
patterns of wheat in the Great Plains and 
European Russia and small grains in three 
countries in Africa—Ethiopia, South 
Sudan and Tanzania. 

In doing so, he will compare 
temperate growing environments in 
the United States, Canada and Russia 
that have been well documented with 

Doctoral students receive NASA fellowships 

Chris Moran takes a break from fighting forest 
fires in New Mexico. The doctoral student 
calls his summer job “applied fire research.” 

Doctoral student Woubet Alemu will use 
satellite imaging to predict grain production in 
three African countries through a NASA Earth 
and Space Science Fellowship.
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Recently, fifty-one student members 
of the South Dakota State University 
Symphonic Band learned first-hand about 
these and other historic events, as part of a 
performance tour that included stops at the 
Gettysburg National Monument, the Lincoln 
Memorial, the United States Capitol and 
Arlington National Cemetery.

The tour provided students, who paid a 
fee to participate, opportunities to perform 
in front of live audiences, visit historic sites 
and be part of an experience that illuminated 
key parts of the nation’s history. Their 
program modeled a successful tour by the 
SDSU Concert Choir in 2007, designed to 
bring to life the SDSU Music Department’s 
motto of “Tradition. Excellence. Travel.”

In addition to a performance 
at Gettysburg, the group toured the 
monuments and, under the direction of a 
Park Service guide, helped recreate a battle 
scene as it played out 150 years ago. Among 
the monuments was one commemorating 

the military musicians who were wounded 
or killed while serving in their secondary 
roles as medics during the battle.

“When our guide found out we were 
musicians from South Dakota, he added 
a stop for us on Seminary Ridge,” said 
David Reynolds, head of the SDSU Music 
Department. “He took us to the North 
Carolina Monument, which he called, ‘the 
most well-known memorial created by 
Gutzon Borglum, after Mount Rushmore.”’ 
The sculpture shows four North Carolina 
infantrymen advancing as part of Pickett’s 
Charge on the final day of the battle.

In the Washington, D.C. area, a joint 
concert with the Bishop Ireton High 
School Band in Alexandria, Va., led off the 
performances. The combined bands brought 
the audience to their feet for their finale 
at Whaley Auditorium, the school’s new 
performance center.

The SDSU Symphonic Band also 
performed Gustav Holst’s “Suite for Band;” 

“Easter Monday on the White House Lawn,” 
by John Philip Sousa; “Redemption;” by 
Rossano Galante; and “Down East Fanfare,” 
by Jack Stamp. A highlight was the Virginia 
premier of “Auto ’66” for Clarinet and Band, 
composed by James David, with Michael 
Walsh, SDSU clarinet professor as the soloist.

The band also performed at the Lincoln 
Memorial on the National Mall.

Symphonic Band plays at Gettysburg battlefield
The Fourth of July holiday took on additional meaning this year, 

as it coincided with the 150th anniversary of an important battle in 
the American Civil War. 

It was Independence Day weekend in 1863, in a field outside of Gettysburg, Penn., 
when the Army of the Potomac successfully defended Northern soil from a Confederate 
invasion, a turning point in the North’s eventual victory over the South.

Members of the SDSU Symphonic Band perform at Gettysburg National Military Park.

IMPACTArts
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Vanessa Dykhouse, a junior from 
Volga, said the band’s concert there was 
an exceptional experience. “There were 
WWII Honor Flight veterans listening 
to our performance,” she said. “I had the 
opportunity to thank three of them for their 
service. The only thing they said to me was, 
‘take care of our country.’ That day will stick 
with me for the rest of my life.”

Eric Peterson, director of SDSU bands,  
said participants did a good job representing 
the university. “The opportunity to serve as 
ambassadors for our great university was 
a tremendous honor for our students,” he 
said. “It is another exceptional achievement 
in this band’s long and storied history. Their 
concerts were the result of many hours 
of rehearsal, a strong commitment and 
dedication to the department, and a great 
passion for musical excellence.”

In addition to the concerts, band 
members participated in a Master Class with 
the U.S. Army Band at Fort Myer, Va., and 
attended military tattoo presented by, among 
other litany groups, the Old Guard’s Fife and 
Drum Corps, who wore traditional uniforms 
in the style of the American Revolution. The 
band members also met with SDSU alumni 
and all three members of South Dakota’s 
congressional delegation.

Asked to reflect on the experience, 
Reynolds said, “This is a great example of 
how music can be a vehicle for learning, and 
not just learning music, but learning about 
history and geography and political science. 
I think they also learned something else—a 
little less tangible, but no less real—about 
how the past shapes the present and the 
future. 

Symphonic Band plays at Gettysburg battlefield

The North Carolina Monument at Gettysburg 
National Military Park. The sculpture is said to 
be Gutzon Borglum’s second-best-known work, 
after Mount Rushmore.

Members of the SDSU Symphonic Band perform at Gettysburg National Military Park.
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IMPACTPeople

Award-winning SDSU pharmacy 
researcher Omathanu Perumal has been 

selected as a 
new department 
head. 

Perumal, 
an associate 
professor, leads 
the SDSU 
Department of 
Pharmaceutical 
Sciences effective 
June 22. The 
appointment 
received the 
blessing of the 

South Dakota Board of Regents when it 
met on the Brookings campus May 16.

Retiring Distinguished Professor 
Chandradhar Dwivedi has been 
department head since 2003.

Dennis Hedge, dean of the College 
of Pharmacy, said, “Dr. Perumal 
has an outstanding track record of 
developing collaborative research 
relationships. He also brings a strong 
background in intellectual property and 
commercialization.”

Honored researcher
In 2012, the university honored 

Perumal with the F. O. Butler Award for 
excellence in research and the College of 
Pharmacy presented its first faculty scholar 
award to him. That $22,500 award from the 
college goes to a researcher whose work is 
close to bridging the gap from laboratory 
to marketplace.

Perumal, a native of India, has been at 
SDSU since 2005.

His research focuses on drug-delivery 

systems for breast, prostate and skin cancer. 
His research on skin delivery is the most 
developed and resulted in the formation in 
2011 of the start-up company Tranzderm 
Solutions, which has had an off-campus lab 
since 2012.

Moving into an administrative 
position won’t end Perumal’s pursuit of 
research and teaching, he said.

“Research is my primary passion and 
I don’t want to give up teaching either, but 
my priorities will change,” Perumal said. 
“My administrative duties are going to 
be more while my teaching and research 
portion will be lower,” but he doesn’t plan 
to isolate himself in an office.

Perumal will move into the third 
floor office in the Avera Health and 
Science Center now occupied by Dwivedi 
rather than with other administrators 
on the first floor. Remaining with other 
pharmaceutical science faculty underscores 
his intention to be “faculty first and then an 
administrator,” Perumal said.

Completing leadership program
He adds that the administrative 

opportunity comes at a good time in his 
career.

“I was looking for a new challenge 
where I could make a difference” said 
Perumal, who is completing a one-year 
leadership program through the American 
Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. 
He was among 30 selected nationwide 
from 129 pharmacy schools to develop 
leadership, team-building and advocacy 
skills.

Part of that includes monthly 
mentoring meetings with Hedge and SDSU 
Provost Laurie Nichols and attendance at 

the administrative meetings.
That training as well as the support 

Dwivedi has given him has Perumal well-
prepared for his new challenge, he said. 
Perumal also chairs the college’s strategic 
planning committee and is editor-in-
chief of two international pharmaceutical 
journals.

Perumal also is associate director of 
Translational Cancer Research Center, one 
of the Governor ’s research centers, and 
on June 22 will transition to director, a 
position now held by Dwivedi.

Dwivedi calls Perumal “a very 
productive member of the department. He 
has the personality and credentials to be an 
outstanding department head. I am pleased 
to have him as my successor.”

 Will build on Dwivedi’s foundation
As department head, Perumal said 

he will seek to work with colleagues 
in the department to build “strategic 
collaborations both within and outside of 
the university.” He specifically mentioned 
expanding on partnerships with the Avera 
and Sanford health organizations as well as 
the pharmaceutical industry.

He adds, “Dr. Dwivedi has built 
a strong department” with growing 
doctorate and research programs.

Perumal did postdoctoral work at the 
University of Kentucky (2003) and Wayne 
State, Detroit, (2004-05) before coming to 
SDSU as an assistant professor in August 
2005. His bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral 
degrees in pharmacy were earned in India, 
the latter in 2002.

Perumal and his wife, Meenakshi 
Moni, have two children, Nithin Perumal, 
7, and Jagat Perumal, 2.

Perumal named pharmacy department head 

Omathanu Perumal

tropical ones for which there is limited 
knowledge. 

Then Alemu will compare the 
changes in vegetation throughout the 
growing season to crop productivity 

and ultimately construct a model aimed 
at predicting agricultural production. 
As a starting point, he will use U.S. 
Department of Agriculture cropland 
maps to identify winter and spring wheat 
from Texas through North Dakota.

In the three Africa countries, small 
grains, including millet, barley, sorghum, 
and an important local crop called teff 
are grown in small fragmented plots, 

Alemu explained. A staple in the African 
diet, teff is the smallest cereal grain in 
the world—100 grains are the size of 
one kernel of wheat—but is packed with 
calcium, protein and fiber.

Alemu will spend the first year using 
the data to build models of how crop 
vegetation changes with the seasons. The 
second year he will link these models 
with production data.

Doctoral students  
receive NASA fellowships
continued from page 7
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SDSU announced the hiring of Marc Serrett as assistant 
vice president for human resources. His appointment was 
approved by the South Dakota Board of Regents at their recent 

meeting in Vermillion.
“Marc Serrett comes to SDSU with 

a strong set of management skills and, 
more important, leadership skills,” 
said Vice President for Finance and 
Business Wes Tschetter. “He brings 
a tremendous amount of experience 
and a variety of perspectives here with 
him. Human resources—people—are 
the fundamental building block of the 
university. Marc’s background, which 
spans the public, private and nonprofit 
sectors, will enhance the university’s 
capacity to identify and to hire the best 

available.”
Serrett comes directly from the Omaha Public Power 

Company in Omaha, Neb., with 2,400 employees, one of the 
largest public power companies in the United States. He is 

certified with the Strategic Workforce Planning designation 
by the Human Capital Institute, and implemented the HCI 
planning model companywide at the power company.

“I am excited about the opportunity to join the SDSU 
team,” said Serrett. “My immediate goals are to learn more about 
SDSU, its incredible employees and how Human Resources 
might be able to help the university achieve the goals set out in 
the university’s new strategic plan, IMPACT 2018.”

Serrett says he is passionate about moving HR from playing 
defense to playing offense: being at the table with leadership and 
employees to help overcome obstacles and create solutions that 
will help achieve the institution’s objectives.

His previous experience in higher education includes a 
position as director of human resources for Omaha’s Clarkson 
College, a private, nonprofit institution offering undergraduate 
and graduate health science degrees.

“I love higher education and I am looking for ways to 
get more involved with campus life,” said Serrett, “I am now a 
season ticket holder and cannot wait to root for the Jacks! Both 
South Dakota State University and Brookings really do have a 
lot to offer and my family and I feel very blessed to be here.”

New assistant VP brings broad experience to HR

Marc Serrett

SDSU Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs Laurie Nichols 
announced that Nancy Fahrenwald will 

serve as dean 
of the College 
of Nursing, 
pending final 
approval by the 
South Dakota 
Board of 
Regents.

Fahrenwald 
previously 
served as 
associate dean 
for research 
in the SDSU 

College of Nursing, a position she held 
since 2009. She came to the university 
in 1995, after serving as a Peace Corps 
volunteer in Malawi, where she was 
AIDS coordinator for the Zomba district 
and a nurse educator at the Lilongwe 
School for Health Sciences.

“I’ve worked with Dr. Fahrenwald 
for many years,” said Nichols. “Her 
knowledge, experience and dedication—

not only of nursing education, but the 
essential research and outreach functions 
that are part of SDSU’s mission—will 
continue to build upon the college’s long 
tradition of excellence. I look forward to 
supporting her leadership of the college 
into the future.”

Fahrenwald also serves as principal 
investigator for Culturally Targeted 
Education on Living Kidney Donation, 
a research project that is part of a $13.5 
million grant from the National Institute 
on Minority Health and Disparities 
awarded to Sanford Research and its 
partners, with $1.32 million in funding 
over five years.

“It is truly an honor and a privilege 
to accept this leadership role. I am proud 
to serve students, faculty, and diverse 
academic and research partners both 
within and beyond SDSU,” Fahrenwald 
said.

Fahrenwald says the college is 
committed to offering high-quality 
academic programs and to meeting the 
health and quality-of-life needs of rural 
and diverse populations. Fahrenwald 

received her nursing doctorate in 2002 
from the University of Nebraska Medical 
Center, Omaha, Neb., and her master’s 
in 1988 at the University of Portland in 
Oregon. She received her Bachelor of 
Science in nursing in 1983 from SDSU.

She is board-certified by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center 
in Advanced Public Health Nursing, 
and was recognized with the Midwest 
Nursing Research Society Service Award 
in 2013.

Fahrenwald succeeds retiring Dean 
Roberta Olson, who led the college since 
1994.

The SDSU College of Nursing strives 
for academic excellence in classroom and 
clinical experiences that teach students 
to practice nursing with expertise, 
professionalism and a passion for 
helping others. The College of Nursing 
is nationally accredited by the American 
Association of Colleges of Nursing and 
offers Bachelor of Science, Master of 
Science, Doctor of Nursing Practice, and 
Doctor of Philosophy degree programs 
in nursing.

IMPACTPeople
Fahrenwald named College of Nursing dean 

Nancy Fahrenwald
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 Justin Werkmeister has been named 
as the June Civil Service Employee of the 
Month at South Dakota State University. 

Werkmeister 
works as an 
accountant in the 
ag finance office 
for the College of 
Agriculture and 
Biological Sciences. 
He also does 
accounting for 
SDSU Extension, 
Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 

South Dakota Agricultural Heritage 
Museum and McCrory Gardens. 

Werkmeister graduated from SDSU 
in 2007 with a bachelor’s degree in 
economics and a minor in accounting. He 
has worked at SDSU since February 2009. 

Co-workers recognize Werkmeister as 
a hard working employee with a positive 
attitude and great sense of humor. They 
said Werkmeister has an outstanding work 
ethic and is reliable and upbeat. 

In letters of support, Werkmeister’s 
co-workers said he is always willing to 
assist with questions regardless of whether 
or not they are specific to his job duties. 
They noted that he not only helps out with 
any task, but also sets aside what he is 
doing to help others. 

Co-workers said Werkmeister’s job 
dedication and friendly demeanor make 
him a joy to work with each day.

Werkmeister lives in Brookings with 
his wife, Christina, and their two children, 
James and Travis. In his spare time, he 
enjoys spending time with family. 

All SDSU Employee of the Month 
selections are determined through a 
nomination process by the Civil Service 
Advisory Council.

Each civil service employee of the 
month receives an appreciation monetary 
gift from the F. O. Butler Foundation. The 
trustees of the foundation recognize the 
importance of career service employees 
and take this opportunity to thank them for 
their exemplary service.

Werkmeister named  
June Civil Service 
Employee of the Month

Adelaine adds technology, security to portfolio
Michael Adelaine, SDSU Vice President for Information 

Technology, will add safety and security to his administrative 
portfolio. 

Adelaine will hold the title of vice president for technology 
and security. For two years, he has been a leader on the ad hoc 
safety and security committee that has been implementing 
many of the recommendations from the September 2010 report 
issued by the Campus Safety and Security Task Force. Allen 
Jones, professor of engineering, chaired the task force.

“I’m looking forward to the new challenges and 
opportunities this new role has to offer,” said Adelaine. “As the 
university moves to implement IMPACT 2018 and work to 
become a high performing university, this change will help us 

better support that effort.”
Technology and security will include two divisions, each lead by a deputy director; 

one for technology and one for safety and security. 

Michael Adelaine

Associate Dean Linda Herrick of 
the College of Nursing has been named 
a fellow of the American Academy of 

Nursing.
“Linda 

Herrick’s induction 
into the American 
Academy of 
Nursing is in 
recognition of 
her excellence as 
a nurse clinician, 
educator and 
researcher,” said 
Dean Roberta 
Olson. 

“It is an honor to be selected and 
Dr. Herrick exceeds the criteria for 
membership as a fellow in this elite group 
of registered nurses who comprise the 
‘think tank’ of nursing. These nurse leaders 
dialogue, research and envision the future 
of the profession of nursing and influence 
the processes to move the discipline of 
nursing forward.”

Herrick is recognized for working 
to promote clinical research nationally, 
internationally and, through the Midwest 
Nursing Research Society, regionally.

“Linda Herrick brings a very strong 
background from clinical practice and 
leadership within the Mayo Health System 
and from a teaching role at the University 
of Minnesota. She is president of the 

Midwest Nursing Research Society. We 
have a really good team,” said incoming 
Dean of Nursing Nancy Fahrenwald.

Herrick joins five academy fellows 
who are also connected to SDSU. They are:
•	 Sandra Bunkers, who retired in 2012 as 

head of graduate nursing at State;
•	 JoEllen Koerner, an SDSU alumnus, was 

head of nursing at Sioux Valley Hospital 
from 1984-1996;

•	 Professor Emeritus Marge Hegge, who 
continues to serve the university;

•	 Carol Peterson, former SDSU dean of 
nursing; and

•	 Lynette Leeseburg Stamler, head of 
graduate nursing.

“I’m honored to be recognized by my 
peers nationally,” said Herrick. “It has been 
gratifying to promote clinical research 
through teaching and mentoring of others 
as well as conducting my own research.”

Two current fellows of the 
organization must also sponsor nominees.

Herrick was endorsed by Jean 
Wyman, co-director of the Minnesota 
Hartford Center of Geriatric Nursing 
Excellence, and Elizabeth Madigan, 
associate dean for academic affairs at Case 
Western Reserve University’s Frances 
Payne Bolton School of Nursing.

This year’s class of nurse leaders 
will be inducted as fellows during the 
academy’s 40th annual meeting Oct. 19 in 
Washington, D.C.

Associate Dean Herrick earns fellowship

Linda Herrick

Justin Werkmeister
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 Sharon Clasen was named as the 
July Civil Service Employee of the Month 
at South Dakota State University. 

Clasen works 
as a secretary for 
the Seed Testing 
Laboratory for the 
SDSU Depar tment 
of Plant Science. 
She also does 
secretarial work for 
the South Dakota 
Crop Improvement 
Association. She 
has worked at 

SDSU since April 1994. 
Co-workers said Clasen keeps the 

seed lab running smoothly by entering 
new samples, fielding phone calls, taking 
care of billing and keeping a sharp eye 
on all the details.

In letters of support, Clasen’s co-
workers said she continually goes above 
and beyond her call of duty, while having 
a positive attitude. 

Co-workers said Clasen 
communicates with students, lab 
personnel, farmers, seed companies, 
crop improvement associations and 
seed dealers from around the country, 
and handles each with extreme 
professionalism and cour tesy.

Each of the letter contributors 
described Clasen as professional, 
organized and helpful.

Clasen lives near Arlington with 
her husband, Bill, and they have two 
children, Andrew and Sally. In her 
spare time, Clasen enjoys reading and 
spending time with her family. 

All SDSU Employee of the Month 
selections are determined through a 
nomination process by the Civil Service 
Advisory Council.

Each civil service employee of the 
month receives an appreciation monetary 
gift from the F. O. Butler Foundation. The 
trustees of the foundation recognize the 
importance of civil service employees 
and take this oppor tunity to thank them 
for their exemplary service.

Clasen named July  
Civil Service Employee  
of the MonthKevin Kephart, SDSU vice president 

for research, was recently appointed 
to co-chair a federal biomass research 

committee he has 
served on since 
May 2011. 

Members 
of the Biomass 
Research and 
Development 
Initiative 
Technical 
Advisory 
Committee 
provide expertise 
in the field of 
biomass energy 

and assist the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and Department of Energy in 
fulfilling their obligations for a section of 
the Farm Bill called the Biomass Research 
and Development Initiative. 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Secretary Tom Vilsack and Department of 
Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz appointed 
Kephart to co-chair in May. Ronnie 
Musgrove, former Mississippi governor, 
serves as the other committee co-chair.

Kephart, also a professor of plant 
science, is responsible for research 
administration, technology transfer and 
business development at SDSU. 

Expertise in biobased products 
and fuels made Kephart a resourceful 
candidate for the biomass committee in 
2011, when he was appointed through a 
nomination process. Kephart will help 
lead committee members striving to 

further the technology of biomass energy.
“I am honored to provide service to 

this important initiative as co-chair,” said 
Kephart. “I work alongside nationally 
recognized experts in the field of biomass 
energy and have learned a significant 
amount from them. Committee members 
represent a network of important 
contacts for the biomass work we do at 
SDSU.”

Biobased products include 
chemicals, materials and polymers 
produced from biomass. Biomass is 
organic material from wood, grass, 
crop residues and algae. Animal feed 
and electric power are co-products of 
biobased products from the conversion of 
biomass to fuel. 

The Biomass Research and 
Development Initiative does research and 
development of biofuels and biobased 
products and the methods, practices 
and technologies involved with their 
production. 

The goal of the initiative is to develop 
technologies and processes necessary 
for the production of biofuels at prices 
competitive with fossil fuels. 

The Technical Advisory Committee 
is made up of 32 volunteers from 
the industry, academia, nonprofit 
organizations and local government who 
discuss and work with technical issues 
involving energy and agriculture.

Kephart’s 30-month term on the 
committee ends in November, but he 
expects he will be re-appointed for 
another 36-month term.

Kephart appointed co-chair 
of biomass committee

Kevin Kephart

Sharon Clasen

Danielle Walder has been awarded a 
$2,150 Haines Scholarship for the 2013-14 
academic year by the South Dakota Board 
of Regents. 

 The Haines Scholarship was 
established by Douglas Fugitt in memory 
of his wife, Dora Lee Haines, and her 
three sisters who were teachers in one-
room rural schools in Perkins and Corson 

counties of South Dakota. 
It is awarded each year to a regental 

university sophomore, junior or senior 
who is pursuing studies leading to a 
teaching certificate. 

A graduate of Andes Central High 
School in Lake Andes, Walder is a senior 
at SDSU. She currently has a cumulative 
grade point average of 4.0.

Student wins Haines Scholarship
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view Arne’s introduction video, visit www.
wildkingdom.com/nextwildguide. 

Currently, Arne serves as a wildlife 
educator for the Honolulu Zoological 
Society and has spent the past decade 
exploring the world, learning about wildlife 
and teaching about conservation. 

“From the time I was a child growing 
up in South Dakota, I’ve always felt 
connected to nature. The world is so big 
and magical — if I can help people see 
they are part of the bigger picture, it might 
spark an interest and passion that carries 
forward to future generations,” the Pierre 
native said.

‘I’m going to Africa’
When the 2001 T.F. Riggs graduate 

enrolled at State, she thought she would 
become a marine biologist. But the 
coursework was tough and Arne listened to 
voices that discouraged her career choice. 
She switched majors and studied human 
development and sociology.

But her interest in animals didn’t 
depart and she continued to research 
careers that could connect her to wildlife.

In her junior year, she discovered that 
many zoos have educators. During her 
senior year, she went to Gillman’s office to 
turn in a paper she had written. Outside 
was a flyer announcing an SDSU study 
abroad program — a for-credit, three-week 
trip to Africa.

“I had always dreamed about going to 
Africa.” So when she saw the notice, Arne 
said, “Oh my gosh, I’m going to Africa.”

Putting her degree to work
After she got back from visiting 

Ghana, Burkina Faso, Benin and Togo, 
Arne was convinced that she belonged 
alongside the wildlife rather than in a 
counselor’s office. She took a two-month, 
unpaid internship at Henry Doorly Zoo in 
Omaha, Neb., after which she was hired as 
the zoo’s education outreach coordinator.

“I was conducting meetings and 
trainings with my staff, designing and 
creating programs, selling the programs 
that suited my customers’ needs, 

organizing a program schedule, and 
teaching the public about wildlife and 
wildlife conservation,” Arne said. “All of 
this, except the actual animal information, 
was learned through my degree.”

She said zoo officials were impressed 
with her educational background.

“They said, ‘We can teach you all the 
animal stuff,’ and I was kind of a nerd. 
While everyone else was out partying, I 
was reading Barnes and Nobles animal 
books,” Arne said.

Africa trip created focus
Gillman, who has continued to keep 

in touch with her former student, said, 
“Before West Africa, Stephanie was not 
quite sure what she would do with her 
human development degree.  After the 
experience she found focus.  

“The program to West Africa was just 
three weeks long but it was the catalyst 
for more international experiences for 
Stephanie.

“This is often true for study-abroad 
students.  Thinking changes for many 
on study-abroad experiences as they 
are cognitively challenged and what 
they believe they know about their own 
experiences and experiences of the world 
as presented by media is altered.  

Bridging two worlds
Ever since the Africa trip, “I’ve just 

been fascinated about learning other 
people’s culture.  I’m a people person. I love 
animals and I love the people on this earth. 
My purpose is to be the communicator 
between the two,” Arne said.

After 1½ years at the zoo, she wanted 

more experience with children. So she 
became a camp director with Camp 
Adventure Youth Services, working in 
Florida, Japan and Hawaii. From there she 
became an educator at the Honolulu Zoo 
for 1½ years.

Arne landed a choice job as an 
educator at the San Diego Zoo in January 
2009 and also worked at Sea World.

At the San Diego Zoo, Arne 
conducted VIP tours, back stage shows, 
outreach programs, and day camps and 
sleepover programs for children.

Then, “I wanted to get more travel 
experience working with animals in the 
field. So I sold everything in November 
2010 and moved to Australia, working 
in wildlife sanctuaries with snakes and 
kangaroos,” Arne said.

Running with the ’roos
“Then I moved to the other side of 

Australia — where the outback meets 
the ocean. I used to go for runs and pass 
kangaroos and emus.” There she worked on 
a dive boat used in research of whale sharks 
and humpback whales in the Ningaloo 
Reef in Western Australia.

From there it was to Malaysia to work 
with orangutans, to the Philippines to work 
with sea turtles and to New Zealand to 
work with little blue penguins after an oil 
spill. In May 2012, she returned to Hawaii 
to become a wildlife educator for Honolulu 
Zoo Society, doing outreach to schools and 
on podcasts, radio and television.

An amazing life for someone who just 
turned 30 in February.

Seeking a bigger audience
In April, when she heard about the 

Wild Kingdom contest, she was reminded 
again that dreams accompanied by hard 
work have a way of coming true.

Looking back at time spent at a 
university best known for domesticated 
animals, Arne said, “I knew this degree (in 
human development) was about helping 
people in many different shapes and forms, 
but I didn’t realize how you can make it 
your own.

“I love working for nonprofits, and 
I love helping people and animals. I feel 
I have a purpose even if I just save one 
animal or change the life of one person 
while I’m on this earth.”

SDSU grad chosen  
as new ‘Wild Guide’
continued from page 1

Stephanie Arne and friend at the Children’s 
Museum in Brookings.
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Brookings was recently ranked No. 5 on the Top 10 Best Small 
Towns 2013 list on Livability.com. 

With the city’s rapid growth and the 165-foot tall Coughlin 
Campanile, Livability.com explained their decision of ranking 
Brooking No. 5 on list calling it “an iconic prairie town.”

When compiling the list, Livability.com took into 
consideration cultural amenities, transportation, economic growth 
and overall sustainability of small towns around the country. 

The cities of Dickinson, N.D., Oxford, Miss., Rock Springs, 
Wyo., and Oak Harbor, Wash., lined up before Brookings, with 
Los Alamos, N.M., Alexandria, Minn., Traverse City, Mich., West 
Plains, Mo., and Cambridge, Md. rounding out the list. 

The article listed South Dakota State University’s cultural 
programs and athletics as campus activities that bring joy to both 
the students and residents. 

McCrory Gardens was cited as a hub for photo sessions and 
learning opportunities, with its well-groomed meadows and 
colorful flowerbeds. 

From 2010-2012, Brookings saw a 2.4 percent growth rate, 
raising the city’s total population to 22,591. 

Livability.com also noted that Brookings welcomed 25 new 

businesses and lowered its unemployment rate in 2012, due 
to numerous career opportunities in farming, manufacturing, 
education and tourism. 

With all the amenities of a city and its small-town feel, 
Brookings attracts both tourists and residents, making it a suitable 
choice for the Livability.com Top 10 Best Small Towns 2013 list.

For the complete Livability.com article, visit their website.

Brookings ranked No. 5 on Top 10 Best Small Towns list

“Welcome to Brookings” sign on Medary Ave., looking south toward the 
SDSU campus.

The South Dakota World Affairs 
Council recently added four new directors 
to its governing board. The board sets 
policy, programs and activities for the 
organization. A nonpartisan, nonprofit, 
grassroots network dedicated to educating 
and engaging the public on critical global 
issues, the South Dakota World Affairs 
Council is based in Brookings on the 
campus of SDSU.

The new board members are Kathleen 
Fairfax, Aaron Schultz, Jason Owens and 
Harriet Svec. 

Fairfax has worked in international 
education for 27 years. As assistant vice 
president for international affairs and 
outreach, she oversees academic programs 
for SDSU students studying abroad and for 
international students enrolled at SDSU. 
She held a tenured position as a Foreign 
Service Officer in Washington, D.C. and 
Mexico City in the late 1980s and early 
1990s.

Schultz is a professor of military 
science and heads the university’s Army 
ROTC program. He brings a wealth of 
international experience to SDWAC. He 
was deployed during Operation Enduring 

Freedom in Kabul, Afghanistan, and in 
Iraq during Operation Desert Storm. 
Schultz also has participated in training 
events in Japan and South Korea.

Owens is an associate professor of 
German. A native of Paducah, Ky., Owens 
has lived in Germany, Togo and Namibia. 
He has written on Germans in Africa 
and Africans in Germany. His research 
concerns the media and pop culture, 
especially as it involves ethnic-German 
minorities and minorities within Germany. 

Svec is a charter member of SDWAC. 

She recently retired from SDSU after 17 
years teaching computer science, where she 
was involved in a number of international 
experiences including leading engineering 
students on a program in England.

SDWAC is affiliated with the 
World Affairs Councils of America, 
based in Washington, D.C. For more 
information, contact Jeanne Jones 
Manzer, executive director, at 605-688-
5416 or sdworldaffairs@gmail.com. 
Information is also available at www.
southdakotaworldaffairscouncil.org

New directors join SD World Affairs Council board 

Joining a 25-member board to direct the South Dakota World Affairs Council are, from left, Aaron 
Schultz, Jason Owens, Harriet Svec and Kathleen Fairfax.
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By Laurie Nichols
Provost and Vice President  
for Academic Affairs

The following ran as an op-ed in the Sioux Falls Argus 
Leader on May 19, 2003

Last year, I wrote a short piece explaining some of the 
reasons why I think higher education is among the best 
investments a state can make in its future. Recently, the 

Milken Institute—a 
nonprofit 
organization that 
fosters collaboration 
between the public 
and private sectors 
to “transform great 
ideas into action”—
issued a report, “A 
Matter of Degrees,” 
that digs deeper 
into the value of, 
not only higher 
education, but of an 
educated population 
in creating good jobs 
and fueling economic 
prosperity.

The report cited three key benefits to boosting 
education, as well as offering a blueprint for individual 
graduates to get “the most bang for their educational 
buck.”

First, education increases regional prosperity. Add a 
single additional year of college to the people in the local 
workforce, and it translates into an increase of real GDP 
per capita of more than 10 percent, and an increase in real 
wages per worker of more than 8 percent.

This is something I’ve seen firsthand in my home 
community of Brookings. I received my undergraduate 
degree from SDSU back in the late 70s. I came from the 
small town of Colman as a first generation college student. 
Attending SDSU was powerful in opening my eyes to 
new perspectives and broadening my ways of thinking. 
Brookings, even though it was a quiet, rural farming 
community of only about 14,000 people back then, was a 
gateway for me to a larger world.

After nearly 20 years in that larger world, I returned 
to Brookings and SDSU from the Pacific Northwest. While 
I had trouble finding a good coffee shop at first, I also 
noticed that the Brookings community was changing—
becoming more sophisticated, more diverse, and more 
interesting. There were new industries, new opportunities, 

and yes, eventually some really good coffee shops. 
That change has continued, and has spread beyond 

Brookings to embrace the region. In the Milken study, 
Sioux Falls ranks 67th among 261 metro areas for 
average years of schooling. More than 35 percent of 
area households have at least one person with at least a 
bachelor’s degree, some five percent above the national 
average. 

All of this has been happening while other, similar-
sized communities across the country were struggling, 
losing population and seeing longtime businesses closing 
down. The difference? The impact of a university.

And I’m not speaking only of the university as a 
reliable employer in the community. According to the 
Milken report, “better educated = bigger benefits,” to both 
the individual and the region. Add that additional year of 
college to the regional labor force, and you create a more 
than 17 percent per capita increase in the region’s GDP. 

Graduating well-prepared individuals who stay in 
the area and become a highly skilled workforce makes the 
Brookings and Sioux Falls region an attractive location for 
new enterprises and employers.

The report says “clusters count.” In areas with 
clusters of those highly skilled occupations—you’ve 
probably heard the term “Silicon Prairie”—the report 
says the percentage of workers who have earned master’s 
degrees is significantly higher. Which ties back to 
the “better educated = bigger benefits,” which in turn 
increases prosperity. There’s no question that these three 
interlocking educational pieces can have a powerful 
economic impact on a region.

But here’s the wild card. For this formula to succeed, 
higher education must be accessible and affordable. 

State appropriations per student at public four-year 
institutions have been declining since 2007, shifting the 
costs associated with a quality education increasingly to 
students and their families. While upper-middle- and 
upper-income families will invest in their children’s 
futures, even if they have to borrow to pay for it, lower-
middle- and low-income families may not have such 
options. 

For those students, increased support for public 
higher education is essential. We must find ways to assist 
them so they, too, will succeed and share their successes 
with our communities and region. 

Accessibility, affordability, higher graduation rates, 
more public/private partnerships, and enhanced research 
and development: these are the keys that will open 
the doors to success for our students and our region. 
Strategic investments in higher education will transform 
lives and enhance regional economic prosperity and 
competitiveness, in Brookings, Sioux Falls and beyond.

Economic prosperity and ‘A Matter of Degrees’ 

Laurie Nichols
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Campus News from the  

University of South Dakota 

School of Medicine  

officials visit FARM  

program communities 

Duling 

Buell Mettler Nettleman 
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Law school cites multiple Jackson winners 

Campus News from the  

University of South Dakota 

Gov. Dennis Daugaard receives a Chinese fan as a gift from Professor 

Bingquan Lu (right) with USD’s Kurt Hackemer (left) also pictured. 
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Kim Wadsworth attended the National 

Outreach Conference in Tucson, Arizona 

April 10-12.  The conference,  “Working 

Smarter by Working Together”, addressed 

the importance of partnerships and the 

power of technology and social media. In 

addition, Gallaudet University Regional 

Center presented information regarding 

programs and trainings designed for state 

outreach programs for deaf and hard of 

hearing children throughout the nation.  

Marjorie Kaiser and Kim Wadsworth at-

tended the 87th Annual Conference of Ed-

ucational Administrators for Schools and 

National Outreach and CEASD Conferences 

West River SDSD Outreach Consult-

ants, Kerry Ruth and Nina 

Ringstmeyer, coordinated a cochle-

ar implant (CI) mapping session in 

Rapid City on May 15-16.  

Nine students attended the map-

ping sessions conducted by Dr. Jes-

sica Messersmith and three stu-

dents from The University of South 

South Dakota Board of Regents  

Informational Items 

August 13-15, 2013 

 

South Dakota School for the Deaf 

Inside this issue: 

Yankton Family Event 2 

D/HH Teens in Action 2 

Sound Field in SD 2 

Picnic @ SDSD 3 

Celebrate Sound 3 

Audiology Update 3 

In-Service Update 4 

Dakota Speech and Communica-

tions Clinic. The next CI mapping 

session is scheduled for October 

2013. Special thanks to the Rapid 

city School District for allowing 

SDSD to utilize the district’s sound 

booth at Kibben Kuster Elementary 

School.   

West River Cochlear Implant Mapping 

Programs for the Deaf (CEASD) in Tucson, 

Arizona on April 12-13 hosted by Arizona 

School for the Deaf and Blind (ASDB). 

Conference topic sessions focused on cur-

rent issues in the education of children 

who are deaf and hard of hearing such as 

working with the Birth to Five population, 

collaboration, visual language and learn-

ing, Child First update, and the powerful 

tool of using social media.  Conference 

attendees toured the ASDB campus and 

enjoyed a western themed evening recep-

tion.  
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with the day’s activities. SDSD Foundation pro-

vided funds to reduce admission costs for 

Deaf/HH Teens in Action members.  

 

This year’s Deaf/Hard of Hearing Teens in Ac-

tion events were the results of collaborative 

efforts by Augustana College Deaf Education 

and Interpreter programs, Communication Ser-

vices for the Deaf, and South Dakota School 

for the Deaf.  Activities focused on developing 

skills that are most often overlooked in regular 

academic settings including self-advocacy, self

-awareness, self-determination, navigating col-

lege, problem-solving, teamwork, independent 

life skills, and stress management. Students 

also met adults with varied hearing statuses, 

abilities, and educational backgrounds.  

Outreach Consultant Naomi Mangan coordi-

nated Deaf/HH Teens in Action group activi-

ties on May 26 at Augustana College's Elmen 

Center. Deaf Education and Interpreter stu-

dents led activities the first hour while Mark 

Koterwski and Lance Sigdestad from Commu-

nication Services for the Deaf led activities the 

second hour. Activities focused on problem 

solving, teamwork, and opportunities for social 

interaction. Five SDSD Outreach students at-

tended and plans for summer activities were 

made. 

 

June’s Deaf/HH Teens in Action event was 

held at Sky Zone; a large indoor trampoline 

park.  Teresa Nold from Parent Connection 

assisted Naomi Mangan and Lance Sigdestad 

Deaf/Hard of Hearing Teens in Action 

Page 2 
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Family Event in Yankton 
On May 18th, SDSD Outreach Con-

sultants Kami Van Sickle and Julie 

Luke hosted a gathering for deaf 

and hard of hearing children and 

their families.  Families toured the 

Gavin’s Point National Fish Hatchery 

and Aquarium and enjoyed lunch, 

provided by the SDSD Foundation, 

in the park at Lewis and Clark Rec-

reational Center.   
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Sound field systems or classroom audio technol-

ogies are used in schools throughout South Da-

kota.  These systems provide access to comforta-

bly audible and intelligible speech for children in 

the classroom, even in environments which are 

fast paced and active. 

According to sound field research conducted by 

the MARRS Project studies (1979-1993), signifi-

cant gains in academic scores for K-6 students 

with normal hearing and mild hearing loss were 

achieved.  Research found that students in pri-

mary general education classrooms demonstrat-

ed improved listening, learning behaviors, and 

skills development at a faster rate as compared 

to peers in unamplified classrooms. SDSD out-

reach consultants assist schools in acquiring and 

understanding the benefits of classroom audio 

technology. 

Pierre consultant, Sarah Lingle provided training 

to Todd County middle school resulting in the dis-

trict’s provision of 25 additional systems in class-

rooms this year. Several districts served by SDSD 

consultants have made the commitment, in re-

cent years, to provide this type of technology for 

students. The more children hear, the better 

their learning outcome.  

Sound Field Technology in South Dakota 

SDSD celebrated the end of the school year 

with a community picnic on May 31 for fami-

lies, alumni, partnering agencies, and SDSD 

Foundation board members.  A large tent was 

set up at the Sioux Falls campus with ham-

burger and hotdogs grilled on site. Over 100 

people attended the event and enjoyed so-

cializing and playing yard games.  

Picnic at SDSD 

Page 3 

June 1, Norma Halstead, SDSD Foundation board 

member, a SDSD outreach family, and Kim 

Wadsworth took part in the Sertoma sponsored 

event “Celebrate Sound.” The SDSD Foundation 

was a sponsor of the walk and fundraiser in support 

of hearing health.  Funds raised go to support local 

projects and Sertoma’s national hearing health mis-

Celebrate Sound Fundraiser 

sion projects.  Proceeds allocated to the Sioux Falls 

area will support the installation of an induction 

looping system in the Mary W. Sommervold Hall at 

the Washington Pavilion and assist with college 

scholarships for deaf and hard of hearing students.  

For more information about Celebrate Sound, see 

www.MyCelebrateSound.org.  
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In-service Update 

SDSD Outreach Consultant In-Services 

  

Eileen Anderson ..................... 14 

Julie Delfs ............................... 10 

Carol Johnson ........................ 14 

Sarah Lingle ........................... 21 

Julie Luke ..................................7 

Naomi Mangan .........................2 

Nina Ringstmeyer .................. 12 

Kerry Ruth .................................8 

Jodi Schnider ............................9 

Laura Scholten ....................... 15 

Kami Van Sickle ..................... 22 

Total ...................................... 134  

www.sdsd.sdbor.edu 

In-services and guest lectures are provided by members of the SDSD Outreach team as 

an extension of support for children and students with hearing loss. These in-services 

may relate to hearing loss and its educational impact, technical assistance and orienta-

tion with hearing aids, cochlear implants, FM systems, sound field systems, and/or in-

terpreters, or educational strategies and materials that may benefit SDSD clients. 

 

Audiology Department News 

The following report details audiologi-

cal services provided to South Dakota 

children from July 1, 2012 through 

June 22, 2013 on SDSD’s campus or 

via the mobile lab . 

  

Total Screened:     8900 

Total Evaluated:      927 

*SNHL Found:           124 

*CHL Found:              680 

Mobile Sites:            128 

 

SNHL— sensorineural hearing loss 

CHL— conductive hearing loss 

 

www.sdsd.sdbor.edu/audiology.htm 
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President Wilson makes 
research top priority

Exciting new experiments being conducted 
nearly a mile below the Earth’s surface at the 
Sanford Underground Research Facility could 
potentially uncover secrets of the universe, 
and Mines graduate student researchers are 
poised to be part of the next great discovery.

Armed with a new physics doctorate, research 
excellence and its geographic proximity to 
the deep underground laboratory where the 
search for dark matter is already under way, 
the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology 
will strengthen its partnership with Sanford, 
said Heather Wilson, new Mines president.

Wilson and a School of Mines team toured the 
Sanford Lab in her second week on the job. It 
was Wilson’s first look at the underground 
laboratory where scientists are conducting a 
search for the elusive subatomic particle. 
School of Mines physicists have played a 

President Heather Wilson and  a School of Mines team recently toured the Sanford  Underground Research Facility 4,850 feet below 
the Earth’s surface where the university is participating in groundbreaking research.

significant role in the dark matter research. 

“There’s a very strong synergy, and we hope 
to make it even stronger,” Wilson said of the 
partnership with the facility. “Sanford and the 
School of Mines will be doing world-class 
particle physics research.”

“If these experiments over the next decade 
are successful, the next great advances in 
understanding matter will happen here in 
South Dakota,” she said.

Wilson said opportunities at Sanford for 
graduate student researchers can only be 
found in a few places in the world.  

“Our partnership with Sanford allows us to 
engage in physics research that few other 
schools can match. Our expertise in mining 
and materials also makes our partnership with 

Continued on page 6

South Dakota School of Mines & Technology

Legacy News 
August 2013 

Board of Regents sdsmt.edu

The School of Mines has been accepted 
as a full member of the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) Division II.

The news marks the end of a four-year 
transition from the National Association 
of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA), which 
had been Mines’ home for 50 years. The 
full membership change will become 
effective Sept. 1. The School of Mines will 
join nearly 300 other Division II members. 
Full NCAA membership means Hardrocker 
student athletes will now be eligible for 
post-season competition and post-season 
academic and athletic awards.

By gaining admission, the university will 
be eligible for a variety of NCAA program 
enhancement opportunities that will 
enable its athletics programs to prosper.

“This is a great day for the Hardrocker 
family,” said School of Mines President 
Heather Wilson. “The athletic brand of the 
NCAA is known worldwide, and with 
Division II status we will be able to attract 
academically- and athletically-qualified 
student athletes to the university. I’d like 
to thank Dick Kaiser, our athletics director, 
for guiding us through this transition. This 
is Dick’s fourth time taking a collegiate 
team from the NAIA to the NCAA during 
his 41 years in intercollegiate athletics. He 
and his team in the athletics department 
did a great job for the School of Mines.”

Last year 295 Hardrocker student athletes 
participated in 13 sports. The university 
employs 30 full- or part-time coaches and 
administrators.

During the transition period, the university 
made changes within the department and 
staff by integrating the NCAA philosophy 
and platform, as well as becoming 
compliant with all NCAA rules and 
regulations. 

Mines accepted for 
NCAA Division II 

membership

Photo courtesy of Bill Harlan, Sanford Underground Research Facility
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South Dakota School of Mines & Technology 
imaging experts will play an integral role in a 
collaborative research center that will lead to 
new biotechnologies to heal injuries and 
maintain human health. 

The new South Dakota Research & Innovation 
Center will link university-based research and 
National Science Foundation priorities. It will 
be a collaboration between researchers from 
South Dakota State University, SDSM&T and 
the University of South Dakota, along with 
private-sector involvement from Sanford 
Health and Avera Health.

Steve Smith, Ph.D., director of the School of 
Mines nanoscience and nanoengineering 
program, will lead the SDSM&T contingent, 
which will be based on bio-nanoscience with 
a focus on imaging at the nanoscale level. 
Smith is a physicist with expertise in optical 

Mines physicist to play integral role in 
new research collaboration

imaging, specifically molecular-level or so-
called super resolution microscopy applied 
to bio-physics and bio-materials. 

The work will advance the discovery of new 
plants that are more productive and disease 
resistant than current varieties, and lead to 
new biotechnologies to heal injuries and 
maintain human health. 

“Molecular level knowledge of biological 
processes will continue to be one of the 
frontiers of science, extending long past our 
lifetimes,” said Smith, who runs a state-of-the-
art imaging and spectroscopy laboratory at 
the campus ideal for the proposed work.

“The applications to human health, agriculture, 
etc. are too numerous to list. Imaging is the 
first step in understanding. With understanding 
comes new strategies for fighting disease, 
improving health and longevity and 

developing new bio-products,” Smith said.

The state plans to commit $12 million in funds 
over the next six years to allow for translational 
research activity at the new center, generated 
from basic research conducted through NSF’s 
Experimental Program to Stimulate 
Competitive Research (EPSCoR). 

SDSM&T’s portion is expected to be in the 
range of $4 million over the life of the project, 
according to Smith. 

“This is a very important endeavor for SDSM&T, 
as we will be expanding our expertise in optics, 
imaging, nanoscience and bio-physics, and 
likely building good relationships with the 
biotech industry in South Dakota, something 
good for SDSM&T and South Dakota,” said 
Smith, who is currently funded through the 
NSF biomaterials program to study protein 
interactions by imaging single molecules. 

New governor centers to prompt economic development
Two new Governor Research Centers are headed to the South Dakota 
School of Mines & Technology, answering the call for industry demand 
and bringing the potential for significant economic development.

Each awarded $2 million over the next five years, the centers will focus 
on advanced manufacturing techniques with application uses in the 
automotive, aerospace, energy, construction and other industries.

The new Governor Research Centers are Advanced Manufacturing 
Process Technology Transition & Training (AMPTEC), under the direction 
of Christian Widener, Ph.D., and Composite & Nanocomposite Advanced 
Manufacturing (CNAM), under the direction of David Salem, Ph.D. 

Widener has brought Mines to the cutting-edge of cold-spray 
technology, involving accelerating particles at super-sonic speed, 
which through his applications development efforts will save the U.S. 
military millions of dollars in refurbishments to the B-1 bomber. He 
is also director of another Governor Research Center, the Repair, 
Refurbish and Return to Service Center known as R3S. Widener’s new 
center will focus on continuing to develop advanced manufacturing 
technologies, leveraging on the successes of the R3S, but with a focus 
on direct partnerships with industry for commercialization.

“AMPTEC is positioning itself to be on the cutting edge of our national 
initiatives for developing advanced and additive manufacturing in 
the U.S.,” he said. Like the cold-spray technology, applications arising 
from the new center will include the aerospace component repair, 
next generation durable coatings for extreme service conditions and 
additive manufacturing.

In addition to the $2 million in funding from the state, the AMPTEC 
center has secured matching funds commitments from industry for 
a total of $4 million to jointly develop, license and commercialize 
technology from the School of Mines. A new manufacturing startup, 
VRC Metal Systems, was initiated to begin making cold spray and 
laser powder deposition equipment in Rapid City and is licensing a 
cold spray patent from the School of Mines. VRC is projecting $1 

million in sales after its first year, according to Widener.

“The Composite & Nanocomposite Advanced Manufacturing Center 
(CNAM) is poised to meet the urgent commercial need for strong, 
lightweight, multifunctional composite and nanocomposite structures 
at high volume and low cost,” said Salem, adding recent advances 
make the commercialization feasible on an aggressive timetable. 

“Numerous market sectors are now demanding materials with an 
improved strength-to-weight ratio, often in combination with other 
tailored functionalists, which is driving the need for fast and efficient 
composite manufacturing methods and low-cost raw materials,” Salem 
said. 

In the automotive industry, this could include structural and engine 
components that will meet the 54.5 miles-to-the-gallon vehicle 
standards. In the energy industry, research could lead to a new 
generation of wind blades, tidal turbines, storage vessels and pipelines. 
In the construction industry, results could yield lightweight composite 
building materials, including building blocks, beams and panels.
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Mines hosts 200 for 
international meet 

The South Dakota School of Mines & 
Technology hosted 200 biologists, geologists, 
tribal representatives and other stewards of 
natural history preservation at an international 
conference.

The 28th annual meeting of the Society for 
the Preservation of Natural History Collections 
was held June 17-22 on campus. 

Representatives from major museums and 
universities with biology, geology and 
paleontology collections from the United 
States, Canada, United Kingdom, Sweden, 
Germany, South Africa and other countries 
attended. 

The School of Mines showcased its 
Paleontology Research Laboratory, home to 
more than 500,000 specimens. The state-of-
the-art collections repository is part of the 
128-year-old Museum of Geology.

The Integrated Digitized Biocollections 
(iDigBio) and Natural Science Collections 
Alliance (NCSA) symposium featured a series 
of internationally renowned professionals 
discussing the challenges and approaches to 
digitizing natural history collections and the 
dissemination of natural history data. 

Whiting Petroleum Corp. has given $40,000 
to the Department of Geology & Geological 
Engineering for student support.

The partnership between the School of Mines 
and Whiting will enhance efforts to recruit 
top science and engineering students and 
build collaborative geoscience research, 
education and outreach efforts. Enrollment 
in the geology and geological engineering 
program has increased dramatically in the 
last five years with a 52 percent increase in 
undergraduate programs and a 69 percent 
increase in graduate programs. 

Whiting’s gift will largely be used to enhance 
graduate student support, which will aid in 
recruiting students interested in energy sector 
careers. The gift also will support 
undergraduate and graduate student research 
and training opportunities, including travel 
for field trips, professional meetings and 
workshops.

The department is augmenting existing faculty 
research and teaching strengths through new 
faculty hires in strategic areas to elevate 
programs to national prominence. A new 
faculty member with expertise in basin analysis 
and tectonics will arrive in August. 

GEARUP 
winds down

 
Approximately 300 Native 
American high school students 
graduated from the SD GEARUP 
Summer Honors Program held on 
the Mines campus this summer. 
Native American students 
represented eight reservations 
and urban areas in South Dakota 
during the six-week residential 
honors program.

Students par ticipated in 
challenging classes in science, 
technology, engineering and 
math. Along with classes, students 
toured area businesses and 
cultural centers and conducted a 
five-week water restoration and 
research project on the Pine Ridge 
Indian Reservation.

Whiting Petroleum Corp. 
gift supports students
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Summer youth 
camps blast off

 
The School of Mines hosted high school students from 
throughout the country and other nations for a series of 
hands-on learning with experts in mining and explosives, 
paleontology, geology, electrical engineering, chemical 
and biological engineering, robotics and materials and 
metallurgy. 

Students in the summer youth camps spent half their time 
on the Mines campus learning in a classroom environment 
and the other half in the field on outings such as 
paleontology digs or to observe the science behind 
explosives materials.
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Grads tops in 
earning millions

The South Dakota School of Mines & Technology has been ranked 
fifth in the nation for colleges and universities whose graduates 
make millions.

The new “Million Dollar ROI (Return on Investment)” rankings for 
2013 was released July 27 by AffordableCollegesOnline.org (ACO) 
and includes a new list of public universities whose graduates out 
earn non-degree holders by at least $1 million during their careers. 
Institutions on the list make up the top 1 percent of U.S. colleges 
as measured by return on investment (ROI). 

“This is yet another confirmation that the South Dakota School of 
Mines & Technology prepares leaders in science and engineering 
at a price families can afford,” said Heather Wilson, D.Phil, new 
president of the university. “Our graduates go on to great careers 
leading and building some of the best companies in America.”

The most recent placement figures from the university’s Career & 
Professional Development Center show the average starting salary 
for 2011-2012 graduates was $62,696, with 98 percent landing jobs 
in the field for which they studied or going on to graduate school.

The field with the highest average starting salary for Mines grads 
was geological engineering with $72,333, with the next highest at 
$70,087 for metallurgical engineering.

According to AffordableCollegesOnline.org, the 30-year net return 
on investment for School of Mines graduates is $1.23 million.

SUNY Maritime College in New York was ranked first with a 30-year 
net ROI of $1.59 million; Colorado School of Mines was second at 
$1.57 million; the Georgia Institute of Technology was third at $1.39 
million; and the Massachusetts Maritime Academy was fourth at 
$1.32 million.

Each school’s return on investment figure derives from a three-tiered 
calculation: estimated 30-year earnings of graduates minus both 
projected earnings without a degree and four years of tuition and 
fees.

“It’s important to recognize these are public universities that require 
a lower upfront tuition investment than their private counterparts, 
yet still provide students with the skills necessary for a higher paying 
career,” ACO founder Dan Schuessler said the organization’s news 
release. “ACO is dedicated to promoting affordability, and Ivy League 
schools are not the only ones with great ROI. These public colleges 
provide significant value to their students.” 

Spearfish native Ryan Larsen has been named 
head coach of the Lady Hardrocker women’s 
basketball program, becoming the third head 
coach in the program’s 37-year history. 

Larsen becomes a Hardrocker after serving 
five years in Vermillion as the assistant women’s 
basketball coach at the University of South 
Dakota where he was the recruiting 
coordinator, scouting director, position coach 
for guards and posts, assisted the head coach 
with scheduling games and coordinated 

several off-season camps. Larsen also aided the Coyotes in the 
institution’s transfer from NCAA Division II to Division I.

“The School of Mines is very happy to welcome Ryan to campus and 
we look forward to a great season cheering the Lady Hardrockers,” 
said Mines President Heather Wilson.

Prior to arriving at USD, Larsen was a member of the Augustana 
College men’s basketball staff from 2002-07. Along with his coaching 
duties, Larsen was also the recruiting coordinator for three seasons. 
During that time he recruited three high school student-athletes who 
earned player of the year honors from their respective states. From 
1999-02 Larsen was at Minnesota State University-Moorhead. Larsen 
graduated from MSU Moorhead, earning his bachelor’s degree in 
2002. He obtained his master’s degree from Augustana in 2004.

Lady Hardrockers get new hoops 
coach in Ryan Larsen

School of Mines alumnus Brig. Gen. Kevin 
Griese is the new assistant adjutant general 
for the South Dakota Army National Guard. 

As the assistant adjutant general, Griese is 
responsible for strategic planning, strength 
management, troop readiness and mobilization 
support of the state’s nearly 3,300 Army 
National Guard Soldiers.

“I am humbled and honored to have been 
selected as the new Army assistant adjutant general,” said Griese, of 
Pierre. “I am extremely fortunate to be able to continue to serve in such 
a professional organization as the South Dakota Army National Guard.” 

Griese received his commission as a second lieutenant through the 
School of Mines ROTC program in May 1986 and was branched as an 
engineer officer. He holds a B.S. in civil engineering from Mines and 
a Masters in Strategic Studies from the U.S. Army War College.

Alumnus named new Army 
Guard assistant adjutant general

Mines team competes in Russia
A trio of Mines students recently traveled to St. Petersburg, Russia, 
where they competed in the World Finals of the Association for 
Computing Machinery International Collegiate Programming Contest. 
Colton Manville, Trevor Mahoney and Dean Laganiere were among 
the elite who qualified, joining 22 United States and 90 international 
teams in the IBM-sponsored contest.

Longtime coaches Toni Logar and Ed Corwin, both Ph.D. professors 
within the mathematics and computer science department, were 
honored for bringing five teams to the world stage during their careers.
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New exhibit details nimravids 
history in South Dakota

Continued from page 1

Sanford a very good fit,” Wilson said.

“We have physicists and chemists and materials folks 
and geologists working at Sanford every day.  They’re 
teaching the next generation of graduate students, in 
addition to conducting breakthrough research. … It’s 
a very close working relationship and it pays big benefits 
in terms of teaching and advancing knowledge.”

The laboratory has had a $120 million economic impact 
on the state to date, including operational and 
infrastructure costs. Sanford is home to 14 active research 
groups, 13 of which include researchers from the School 
of Mines, according to Lab Director Mike Headley.

“It’s very clear that the State of South Dakota is making 
a tremendous investment in the future of science and 
in the preparation of leaders in science and engineering,” 
Wilson said. 

Millions of years in the making, a new museum exhibit at the South Dakota School 
of Mines & Technology highlights the life of the nimravid.

“Nimravids Through Time” features specimens, also known as false saber-toothed 
cats, which roamed the lands now known as South Dakota 35 million to 28 million 
years ago.

Thirteen nimravid specimens are showcased, along with nine specimens of 
closely-related animals to show their relationships and defensive nature. One 
section of the new exhibit is dedicated solely to nimravid bite marks.

“The most famous painting on the museum wall is of the fighting cats, which is 
based on a specimen featured in the new exhibit that has a partially healed bite 
mark on its skull from another nimravid,” says Clint Boyd, Ph.D., postdoctoral fellow 
at Mines who, along with Mindy Householder, resident scientist and preparator 
at the Museum of Geology, prepared and designed the new exhibit. “Nimravids 
were hypercarnivores, meaning they need a diet extremely high in protein and 
likely would not process or digest plant matter very easily.”

Nimravids first evolved in the Eocene period, when the climate was warm and 
wet. The transition between the Eocene and Oligocene periods is marked by the 
climate becoming cooler and dryer. This resulted in an environmental change in 
South Dakota from more forested areas to the eventual expansion of grasslands 
and more open environments. “The nimravids appear to be better adapted to 
the forested environment, so as the climate and the environment changed they 
were eventually replaced by carnivores that were better adapted to that 
environment. Otherwise, they were a lot like modern cats, including the retractable 
claws,” Boyd said of the nimravid’s demise.

Most of the exhibit’s specimens were collected by either museum employees or 
School of Mines faculty between 1924 and 2001. 

The Museum of Geology’s summer hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through Friday, 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday and noon-5 p.m. Sunday. 

Student awarded $10,000 
national scholarship

Tony Kulesa, a master’s 
student in civil engineering 
at the South Dakota School 
of Mines & Technology, has 
been selected as the 
Scholar of the Year by the 
America Council  of 
Engineering Companies 
(ACEC). 

Kulesa’s entry marks the 
first time South Dakota has participated in the scholarship 
program. ACEC/SD State Director Todd Kenner, PE, 
president of RESPEC, and ACEC/SD Secretary-Treasurer 
Rod Senn, PE, office manager of KLJ, presented the 
$10,000 national scholarship to Kulesa. A formal 
presentation will follow this October at ACEC’s 2013 fall 
conference in Scottsdale, Ariz.

Applications are scored against five criteria, including 
academic excellence, extracurricular involvement, work 
experience, essay entries and letters of recommendation. 

Kulesa is spending the summer immersed in on-site 
experiences at the Johnson Space Center in Houston 
and the Kennedy Space Center in Orlando, Fla. During 
his NASA Space Technology Research fellowship, he will 
test novel materials made at the School of Mines’ CAPE 
lab and collaborate with other NASA groups to undertake 
research endeavors in his areas of interest.

With roots dating back to 1909, today ACEC is a large 
federation of 51 state and regional councils representing 
the great breadth of America’s engineering industry, its 
member firms employing more than 500,000 engineers, 
architects, land surveyors, scientists and other specialists 
around the country. Responsible for more than $200 
billion of private and public works annually, these firms 
engage in a wide range of engineering works that propel 
the nation’s economy and enhance and safeguard its 
quality of life. 
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Thesis leads to hope for Pine Ridge youth
On a rolling prairie nestled deep in America’s 
heartland, cresting upward to wind-blown 
dunes, among scattered pines and the clay-
rich lunar landscape of the Badlands, winds 
the White River. Cutting through the land west 
to east, it derives its name from a whitish-gray 
mix of eroded sand, clay and volcanic ash.

Of the more than 3,000 counties in the United 
States, this river runs through one of the 
poorest: Shannon County, home to the Pine 
Ridge Indian Reservation. Situated on the 
southwest corner of South Dakota near the 
Nebraska border, Pine Ridge is the second-
largest reservation in the United States, larger 
than Delaware and Rhode Island combined. 
It bears an unemployment rate of 70 percent, 
a life expectancy in the mere 40s and a high 
school graduation rate of less than 10 percent. 

Yet it is not a place without hope – or promise. 
Nick Marnach, a May graduate from the School 
of Mines, would know. He spent almost a year 
there working on his master’s thesis in civil 
and environmental engineering. “Great 
possibilities exist. ... There’s beauty there, 
people who are striving and intelligent and 
working for their people. They’re proud.”

In June of last year, Marnach, now employed 
as an engineer at RESPEC, embarked on an 
environmental education project, an 
experience that would change his life. 

His goal: protecting water resources on Pine 
Ridge through stewardship and public 
education on environmental impacts and 
water resource management, and encouraging 
students to pursue studies in related fields.

In an area where 87 percent of land use is 
dedicated to agriculture and resources are 
disproportionate to the scale, the need for 
natural resource management is critical. 

So Marnach got to work. Through a U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency education 
grant, Marnach and Mines professors Jennifer 
Benning, Ph.D., Scott Kenner, Ph.D., and Foster 
Sawyer, Ph.D., along with students, partnered 
with the Oglala Sioux Tribe Environmental 
Protection Program in an effort focused on 
the protection of water resources.

Marnach’s first step was to bring together all 
the organizations involved, including the 
Oglala Lakota College; Pre-Engineering 
Educational Collaborative students; and the 
Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for 
Undergraduates Program (GEARUP), among 
a host of other government and tribal entities.

The first challenge was deceptively simple: 
collect data. Water quality is heavily affected 
by an economy based almost exclusively on 

agricultural practices. Without consistent 
measuring, it’s impossible to determine the 
types and levels of pollutants in the water.

Through continuous flow monitoring 
equipment, Marnach could measure the river’s 
flow from its highest point to its lowest during 
an entire season. Consequently, he could now 
consistently measure and compare surface 
water quality through baseline water sampling, 
rainfall runoff and excess from creek rises. 

Marnach also needed to instill stewardship, 
educate, foster collaboration, address disparate 
needs and formulate a plan that would sustain 
the project long after he earned his degree.

He needed someone to help deliver this 
message, someone with cultural insight who 
could generate buy-in among the greater 
group, who would carry the project into the 
future. Someone like the youth, who make up 
50 percent of the population. 

The students Marnach refers to are the 250 

GEARUP participants that converge on the 
Mines campus each summer. These students 
undertook field modules. Sophomores did 
biological assessments; juniors focused on 
water chemistry and seniors concentrated on 
physics, such as stream flow measurement. 
He also recruited students at Oglala Lakota 
College to count and analyze water bugs. 

Marnach understands “there will be critics 
who say the data is unreliable as it was 
collected by non-experts” but he notes that 
they “have tools to make data reliable” and 
underscores the importance of an effort far 
larger than a data point.

“I have the potential to reach out and establish 
the roots for the creation of possible tribal 
watershed management personnel in the 
future, to foster job growth in a majority youth 
population and to allow for a greater share in 
the management of resources,” a collaboration 
he hopes to continue, though at this point, 
means and funding remain uncertain.
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Kaiser steps 
down as AD

Dick Kaiser has stepped down as 
athletics director for a position at 
Northwestern Oklahoma State 
University in Alva, Okla.

After four decades as an athletics 
administrator, Kaiser will become 
head athletic grounds supervisor 
and director of the intercollegiate 
golf program. “This is absolutely 
a perfect opportunity for me at 
this point of my career. And to get 
to be working side-by-side with 
family, it just doesn’t get any better 
than that.” His son is an 
administrator in the Northwestern 
Oklahoma Athletic Department. 

Mines President Heather Wilson 
thanked Kaiser for his hard work 
and dedication to the university. 
Hired in 2009, Kaiser was the 
driving force in the Hardrockers’ 
journey to NCAA Division II status. 
He also expanded the athletics 
program, including adding 
support staff and coaches, as well 
as a new sport, men’s soccer. 

Professor honored 
with international 

award
School of Mines professor Scott 
Amos, Ph.D., received the 2013 
AACE Brian D. Dunfield Educational 
Service Award for advancing cost 
engineering.

Amos was selected by AACE 
International as an educator who 
is a member of the cost 
engineer ing professional 
c o m m u n i t y  a n d  w h o s e 
contributions over time have 
advanced the skills and knowledge 
of cost engineering through 
teaching, writing, editing and/or 
publishing educational materials 
used to train and educate present 
and future cost professionals. 

Cost engineering refers to the 
practice in which judgment and 
experience are used to manage 
and affect costs of engineering 
projects and includes estimating, 
economic and financial analysis, 
performance measurements and 
change control.  

About Legacy News
Legacy News is produced by the Office of 
University Relations. The newsletter is largely 
a compilation of news releases, photos and 
Web articles.

For additional information about Legacy 
News, please contact Fran LeFort, 
communications manager, at (605) 394-6082 
or at fran.lefort@sdsmt.edu. 

For more Schoolof Mines news, visit  
news.sdsmt.edu

New School of Mines President Heather Wilson:
First month in photos

New School of Mines President Heather Wilson spent her first 
month getting to know faculty and staff, touring businesses 
with close ties to the university and hosting dignitaries. 
Clockwise from top: receiving a Hardrocker jersey from the 
football coaching staff; chatting live on the air with South 
Dakota Public Broadcasting; visiting with a Mines alumnus 
during a tour of RPM & Associates; greeting the Indonesian 
Consul General in her office.
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